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PROHIBIT NIGHT HAULING
Com’r Greenleaf Will Study the Request of
Maine Lobster Fishermen

By The Roving Reporter
Rodney I. Thompson tells thc
story of a Gardiner attorney, the
late George Haselton. who was once
retained by a woman to work for
her husband's release from State
Prison.
Similar attempts had
proved futile, and Mr. Haselton.
himself, was very skeptical of his
chances. But the woman was very
much in earnest, and fully believed
in her husband's innocence. Final
ly she asked the Gardiner attorney
if he believed in clairvoyance. Mr.
Haselton made a polite and evasive
reply, whereupon the wife of the
convict said that a clairvoyant had
advised her to seek the services of
Mr Haselton, and to keep on trying
because her husband was innocent
and would be released at a certain
time. To make a long story short
it all came about as the clairvoyant
had promised, and If I remember
the story correctly lt was tlie late
Governor William T. Cobb who
signed the pardon.

Nearly A Million

Summer residents and visitors in
Maine this year spent $94500090.
the Maine Development Commi-.sion reported, making the State's
1938 recreational business "the
third largest in history.”
The amount expended by non
residents represented a 10 percent
drop from the ''all-time record" of
$105,030,000 in 1937. said the com
mission. which added the state ob
tained $95,000,000 irom recreational
sources in 1936
The commission estimated that
"approximately 950.000
summer
visitors were in Maine the last year
Executive Secretary Oreaton of
thc commission said the decrease
of "only 10 percent" this year was
remarkable- in view of the fa-t
the Nation's business was off ap-
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i “The Black Cat”

In conference with Sea and Shore would study it further before mak
Fisheries Commissioner Arthur R. ing any decision. He said that
Greenleaf, a delegation of lobster many fishermen had advocated
fishermen today asked him to sup such action in answer to a fisheries
port a proposed meaure to prohibit questionnaire which he recently
the hauling of lobster traps on all sent out.
••• ! sections of the Maine coast from
The fishermen contended that
make
sunset to sunrise. Contending that many poachers took advantage of
comes —
such a measure would make law the darkness to haul traps and that
enforcement easier and more efll- i they were also bothered by non
'cient the fishermen indicated that fishermen in this manner. They
! they would seek Legislative action ' said that the proposed law would
I be entirely fair to every boni-fide
I to put it into effect.
Greenleaf said that he had taken ' fishermen and predicted that thc
Maine the matter under advisement and I industry would benefit from it.

Summer Visitors In
Latt Year—Spent Nearly
A Billion Dollars

h

MAILS WELL HANDLED
Minimum of Delay Seen In Big Rush At Rock
land Post Office

Christmas mails at the Rockland permitted forwarding to new ad
Post Office during the four day dress of those who have moved,
period Dec. 19 to 22 inclusive, and return to sender of undeliver
able cards, thus reducing to the
shewed substantial gain over same
vanishing point the good intention
period last year: machine cancella paving of the dead letter office.
tions recorded were 102.782 pieces,
or 21.807 pieces. 27r! over last year.
Tuesday's cancellations were 2000 in
excess of the same day in 1937.
while Wednesday's cancellations of Were Happy Guests of Ro
More than 200 tons of Irish yew
30195 topp~* largest day Ust year
tary Yesterday—Talk By
trees were transplanted on Treas
by over 3800 Receipts for same
ure Island as part of the $1,500,000
President Walker
period show 57F increase, while re
preximately 26 percent during the
horticultural extravaganza at thc
ceipts
for
the
month
will
show
much
same period.”
Fifty-two Rotarians. with 54 boys
1939 California World's Fair.
larger
increase.
"It is interesting to note also.” i
as their guests, enjoyed a Christ
It
is
interesting
to
note
that
if
C-reaton said, “that competitive va-1
mas party at yesterday's luncheon.
It weighed only one-fifth of an
cation regions, as a group, this year these lettCTs for the four-day
They sang the old songs together
ounce but it was valued at $200000
suffered a loss of 28 percent, as con' period were placed end to end they and President Walker spoke brief
and was being transported ln con
trasted to our drop of 10 percent." would reach approximately from ly on the meaning of the occasion.
tainers weighing several tons. Ra
Greaton attributed the State’, Rockland Post office to the Cam- Arthur Crockett with his guitar en
dium!
“excellent showing to continued den Publlc Library, a distance of
tertained with several hill billy
advertising and publicity efforts eight ®iles.
Down went the lever on the little
songs to the delight of all. Gifts
“The momentum we have, gaineu
Tbere has been a marked increase
red box on the street corner. Six
were distributed to each of the boys
through the years by these means
Parcel P°st mail this year over
1 fire engines roared up. No fire.
by the Boys' Work Committee.
undoubtedly saved the State from last, both incoming and outgoing
Perched on a toy wagon and hold
In accordance with an annual
losing millions of dollars this year while incoming Christmas card mail custom of the club, gifts were preing their hands up toward the alarm
in recreational revenue,'' Greaton has been tremendous. The ten- i! sented to Albert Dodge, efficient
box were Don Syfestead, 3 and
dency of the general public to mail j
said.
j Peggy Berg. 2.
pianist,
and
the
waitresses.
Charles
early has also been noted,
“What are you kids up to?" de
A Emery making the presentation
i In addition to mails originating
GAS TAX FIGURES
manded an angry fire chief.
in
a
graceful
speech.
■
* at this office, a huge quantity of
"Waitin' for our chewin' dum,"
Visiting Rotarians were Elmer L.
Maine's gasoline tax receipts so mall from surrounding towns is disreplied tlie surprised youngsters.
True. Thaxter Lyons. C K Hop
far this year, with those for Decern- tributed by the local personnel, as
kins. and John Good, all of Cam
Strongly intermingled with our Christ
ber yet to be recorded decreased this office is one of the largest disHomemade
Christmas
cards
den.
mas spirit today is the sense of thanksgiv
approximately $34,000 from those of . tributing points in the State,
oftimes carry a special thrill. From
a similar period a year ago. the
This tremendous volume of mail
ing which we must all feel—thankful be
Denver. Colo., to a Rockland family
State Tax Assessor's Department has been handled very efficiently
came a card on which were the
cause we have brighter industrial prospects
announced Thursday. Receipts for and expeditiously by the regular
names of the senders and the fin
in reserve; thankful because weather con
the first 11 months this year totaled forces of clerks and carriers supplegerprint of each. A suggestion, in
The “Fastest Indoor Sport” I The Selectmen of Camden have , desire to purchase the mill propditions
have
made
for
comfort
in
Christmas
$5,365,717 compared to $5,440,640 mented by 18 temporary assistants
cidentally. for Sheriff Ludwick.
shopping; thankful because our citizens
Is Winning New Follow called a special town meeting to be erty as a going concern.
for a corresponding time last year,
The window service has been ex
held in the Opera House Tuesday.
The selectmen feel that it is of
the department said.
generosity has taken into account the less fortunate;
ceptionally well handled this year j
Older readers, in fact persons of
ers Everywhere
Dec. 27 at 7.30 p. m "to see what paramount importance to the town
by the regular force, with two regu
middle age will remember when
thankful because our merchants have thriven, de
New York is getting acquainted action the town will take in refer that the property be sold to a party
j folks wore wristers. Of this article
lar substitutes assisting. Thus al
spite adverse conditions; and thankful certainly
, Ihe Biddeford Journal speaks thus:
lowed the use of three windows at with an exciting game that has ence to tlie taxes assessed in 1937 who intends to operate and not
because we are still remote from thc dark and bloody
junk the mill. In view of the fact
"Wristers. as a common article of
the “Buy™ for all times and four during peak pe been giving thrills around the and 1938 against the property of that
the Camden Woolen Mill is in
ground of warring nations. What better Christmas
wearing apparel, went out about the
riods. Patrons have been enthusi world tor years A combination of tbc Camden Woolen Co
f hriaimaa !
sermon than to walk the streets of Rockland these
same time as the hoopsklrt. the
astic in their appreciation of elimi handball, lacrosse, and tennis, the i The future of the Camden Woolen critical danger of being dismantled,
old Basque sport of pelota (Jai alaij
bc decided
a credi- the selectmen have called this spe
home-knit neck muffler and the
nation of long waits at windows.
mild winter days, and see the happy children—eyes
liver-pad. Whether people are now
Dispatching of all mails was made as it is known in Cuba and else-1 tor's hearing on Wednesday, Dec cial town meeting giving every
wide
with
wonder,
not
yet
shaken
from
the
theory
any more comfortable or happier
on record time, as well as all incom where* was recently presented to 1^8. in Augusta. It is understood voter a chance to express his
that “Santy is going to fulfill their wants. What
• $22.95 G. E. Radio
' than they were before is still a sub
ing mails being delivered with all an audience that cheered and Ithat certain creditors of the prop- opinion of what can be done to as
Touch Tuning — Five Tubes
better Christinas sermon than to hear someone say:
jeered as balls speeding at the rate erty desire the mill and machinery sure the mill being sold as a going
possible speed.
ject of argument Is reactionary
be
put
up at auction and sold piece concern. The action taken at thus
I’m not going to buy anything this year,’ and then
It
is
the
general
opinion
of
thc
i
of
a
hundred
miles
perhour
smacked
circles."
•$9.95 Miller I. E. S. Lamp
meal. resulting in the mill being special town meeting may be of
i city, star route and R.FJ3 carriers points or fouls against the wall.
And the Lewiston Journal adds:
see someone emerge from a local store trying to con
“Jai alai. pronounced 'Hy-Lie' has junked. It is also understood that vital importance to the future wel- j
•$3.50 Hofpoinf Toaster that they have never delivered as
"Remember when a comforter
ceal
a
present
bought
for
a
dear
friend.
It
is
worth
been called the world's fastest in
fare of the town and every voter
meant a long wrap-around scarf for
much mail during the Christmas door game ' points out a bulletin other parties will tender sealed bids
much these December days to know that prejudice
should attend.
at
the
hearing
next
Wednesday
who
for
Downa farmer's neck, not a quilt for the
period as^hey have this season.
from the Washington, D. C.. head
(maybe hate) has been dissipated for the time being
18 monthly
I bed!”
Postmaster Edward C. Moran quarters of the National Geographic
pavmrnts of $1.61
Society.
"As .played today by the front wall, struck him squarely' now a super-specialty whose fans
at least, and that we are all permeated with the spirit
gives
much
credit
to
Superintendent
(Cash $27.95)
sturdy, hard-hitting professionals,
number thousands from the PyreTommy, Thc Brook Cat. broke
of Mails Donald L. Karl for the it is both spectacular and simple, In the forehead.
which should be supreme on this the anniversary of
nees to the Andes, as well as in
“To the audience, safely behind such
I
into
the Christmas picture yester
efficiency and dispatch with which requiring only space, three high
as Madrid. Miami, and
the Saviour’s birth. After all, we are going one way
You SA YE QQ.15 the entire work has been handled. walls, a ball, and a curved basket wire netting that guards against MexiCcenters
day when he received an approprio. D. F.. and as far away as
—a short way at best—and if occasions like the
! ate Christmas card from a Boston
Mr. Karl has devoted much pre like scoop lashed to the arm of each wild shots, one of the most dramatic Shanghai.
IN THIS CHRISTMAS
points of the game is the rebote. ( “The ‘baseball of South America,'
player.
Christmas season prompt us to shed a more cheerful
traveling man.
Tommy has a
liminary consideration to personnel
or rebound stroke, whereby a player it is played with magnificent faci'.iBARGAIN PACKAGE
“Magnifieent Distances” Dwarf
light
on
other
pathways,
let
us
never
falter
in
our
somewhat
retiring
disposition, but
and assignments and the resultant
seoops the ball on its rear-wall ties in such cities as Buenos Aire.-.,
Players
there is no mistaking his gratitude
bounce, and sends it flying through or on the single adobe wall of a rcorganization is extremely advan
observance of the custom. Sorrow may come to
from the basket, or cesta. the air in a sweeping motion that,mote country inn. Courts are even
after he has partaken of a buffet
ra
maihe tageous and gives the maximum of the“Served
many doors at this time, and in such cases sympathy
ball—slightly softer than a rock often pulls him off his feet
found on the great pampa ranches.
CENT
lunch at Gonia's or listened to
satisfaction
and about the size of a tennis ball—
‘Though the game may look easy “In Cuba, under an alias, it is the
should be uppermost, but for the world at large the
POWt
WER/tOMPANY
Mrs. Derry's three-syllable compli
The quite general use of first- is first driven against the front wall, when played by experts smoothly national sport Called jai alai tor
motto is Merry Christmas. And that is what The
mentary adjectives.
class postage on Christmas cards to be scooped up before its second returning each serve, it is one that ‘merry festival.' as was the Havana
Courier-Gazette wishes for you.
as advjsed
the Department has bounce, and returned by a member requires considerable skill, as well building where early games were
of the opposing side. Teams range as endurance and strength both held) it is a regular feature of tour
149-154
Harry A. Mather, who has been
from one to four on a side. Some from players and from the arena ist and local night life in the Cuban
on
the invalid list for a considerable
times a handicap is given, when two itself. A jai alaier's heart takes capital. It is because of this associaWinthrop High school instructor, period, was down town the other
'I’g’M’g'g’S'C't'«•«'<<<WMt<!<"Cgigit’Ct****’4**'**’*1*''-'4*'*^ more expert players are matched terrific
punishment, while muscles tion that the name jai alai has now
announced he would enact the part day, looking in on his old cronies
against three less trained.
in his overdeveloped playing arm generally replaced pelota. although
“Technique, as in tennis, lies in become steely hard. So heavy is1 in Mexico, and in a few other places,
of an airminded Saint “Nick" today at the Bean Barrel Club, and mak
Is Going To Visit the Light
slamming the ball to a spot from the strain of constant bombard- ‘ it is known as fronton, or court
Charles Cowan will pilot Snow's ing a vain endeavor to find the au
which it is hard for the opponent nient against the arena that the
Houses
Today,
After
All
Leave
War
to
Play
to
return
it.
Unlike
other
fast

j plane on a trip from Boone Island. thor of The Black Cat, for the pur
Effective Monday, Jan. 2, 1939, an increase
walls of one jai alai court in Hamoving indoor games, however, jai I vana. Cuba, weakened, and had to “Whatever the name for it. pelota
It will be a MeriyChrlstmas. after t0 Provincetown at the tip of Cape pose of extending the list of oldwill be made in our endowment, annuity and
alai is a sport of 'magnificent dis be rebuilt of granite and reinforced after 300 years, is still going strong.
time barbers. And these are thc
tances.' Flashing 150 or 200 feet brick.
In the land of its birth, on both all. for the lonely keepers of New Cod, dropping packages at every i names lie gives: Bert Robinson,
Family Income rates, necessitated by low in
lighthouse.
from one wall to the other, the
French and Spanish sides of th?
Frank Ulmer. Fred Corneau, Sid
Globe-Trotting “Pelota” Takes
terest rate obtainable.
curving arc of its traveling white
shadowing Pyrenees, few villages are England lighthouses.
New
Name
ney Clark. Joseph Barllle, Charles
globe dwarfs the players, and gives
too poor to afford at least a crude
BARGAIN ILLUSTRATION
For years Captain William Win- yQ(JR FAVORITE POEM
“Played three centuries ago in wall court. Occasionally, where
Present Proposed
spectators an added thrill.
Dailey. Martin Singhi, Charles Ul
_____
Rates
"Occasionally, when a ball is the Basque country of northern other means are lacking, players re capaw and his son have iiown along
Rates
mer. Elmer E Hoffses and Fairchristmas bells
missed, there is an accident, for Spain, this dashing sport of pelota. turn to the old way of pounding the the coast, "bombing" the bleak
AGE 35
field Porter.
I
the
hurtling
sphere
is
no
sofa
cushwhich
means
‘
small
ball.'
evolved
safety
beacons
with
Christmas
I
heard the bells on Christmas Day.
ball
against
church
walls,
their
only
$5,000.00
,
, ,
„
, Thelr old familiar carols play.
I
ion.
About
five
years
ago,
at
Miami.
‘
from
a
simple
village
pastime
of
$255
80
$225.70
restriction
by
authority
being
the
ENDOWMENT ANNUITY « 60.
packages for the keepers. But this f
And wild and sweet
One year ago: The staffs of
| a jai alaier was killed in such an ball-tossing against church walls, request, please not to play during
33.03
31.25
The words repeat
20 YEAR FAMILY INCOME PLAN.
year, with the flyers in qonth
“ Of peace
on earth, good will to men!
accident, as the ball, zooming off J Spreading to other countries, it is divine service.
Strand and Park theatres were
$256.95
$288.80
"Today as the Spanish conflict America, fears were expressed the And thought how. as the day had come, tendered a banquet at the Thorn
rages, bombings, not ball games, oc- keepers would be forgotten.
The belfrle-. of ail Christendom
dike Hotel. Manager L. J DandeEvery hour counts now, hardly a week left
Had rolled along
Cupy headlines. Yet there was a
Thursday, however. Edward Rowe
The
unbroken
Isong
war. according to stories told in the ' Snow. Boston Harbor historian and Of peace on earth, good will to men! neau acted as master of ceremonies.
in which to get under the wire.
—The Rotary Club entretained 60
northern villages, in which French- Promptness generously rewarded. Delay
Till, ringing, swinging on tta Way.
Basque soldiers took 'time out' to go
boys—The Kickapoo arrived from
The
world
revolved
from
night
to
day.
home, play a long-scheduled match at Irun, nearly a hundred years ago
severely penalized.
A voice, a rhlme.
Southern waters in charge of Bos'n
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
against their Spanish rivals, and re when pheasants for miles around
A chant sublime
turn to take part in the battle be wugered their oxen, crops, and even j or peace on earth, good win to men! Albert Van de Venter.—A broken
MONDAY, DECEMBER 26
tween Napoleon's forces and those their homes on their favorite side. ,
pealed the
Mrf loud and jaw and leg was the lot of Charles
Auspices Camden Outing Club
of Austria and Russia.
After the game, the story goes, the
deep
Shadie. 6. when struck down by a
“OTE” DEAN AND HIS NINE RHYTHM BOYS
“Such international contests long French players who won had to flee "Ood is not dead, nor doth He sleep! taxicab—Mrs. E M Studley, W.
Right’pwi’i.**11'
played an impertant role In Basque across the border without having ’
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
DANCING 9.00 TO 100
life. Handed down through genera time to remove the bats attached to with peace on earth, good will to men!” C T. U leader, died at her home in
153-154
Meriomak
I
--Henry W Longfellow
tions is the tale of the great match their arms”

Fifty-Four Boys

FUTURE OF CAMDEN MILL

“Hy-Lie” Is Here

THE SPIRIT OF THE DAY

Will Be Decided At Creditors’ Meeting In
Augusta Next Wednesday

If’w

ALL 3

M

Watch For Sky Santa

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY DANCE

E. C. MORAN CO., INC.
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Every-Other-Day
and much laughter was caused by
the joke Christmas tree. Refresh
ments were served and then carols
were sung, led by Mr. DeVeber. “Chick” Maynard’s Excel
Chaperones were Miss Polly Parker
lent Suggestion Met With
and Mr. DeVeber of the faculty —
Prompt Favor
Barbara Murray

for use in this league. A paid offl
cial scorer will be appointed by the
Pictorial History of Baseball
THRKB-TIME8-A-WEEK
league officers and shall have post
ed in all the alleys and in the Cam
Unto you ls born ... a Saviour
der. Herald and The Courier-Ga
Which is Christ thc Lord. Luke
zette each week the team standing
(By The Pupils)
2: 11.
as well as the individual standings
of
the players.
The suggestion of “Chick” May
Maxine Perry has been secretary
This Ls lhe season of the year
nard
of
Camden
that
there
be
cre

When all folks are full of cheer.
to Principal Blaisdell this week.
Through the frosty air comes ringing ated a Knox County Fast League MISS ELIZABETH C. PARMALEE
The sound of children's voices singing.
with five man teams bowling five
They'll gather mistletoe and holly
Office boys this week were Earl
Elizabeth C„ daughter of the late
While everyone tries to be Jolly.
•ling matches has met with a pouWith skates and sleds they feel no chill.
Lymburner, Sulo Salo. Robert Ka.George D. and Adclia (McCann)
But away they go to pond and hill.
lar response. A league organiza
I loch. William Burns. Sheldon BiUParmalee. died at her home on
With lessons done and booka away
tion meeting is slated for Thurs
Now
cornea
the
.nicest
time
of
day.
• ings. Arthur Sullivan. Harold Lewis.
We gather around the Christmas tree day. Dec. 29. at the Rcrkiand Com Claremont street, Monday, follow
I Harry Richardson.
Each as excited as he can be
ing a long period of ill health. She
munity Building. At that time
To open the packages at lasV—
• • • •
Then, all too soon Christmas ls past. plans and schedules will be presen was born in Rockland, obtained her
! To establish the fact that ecoLillian Johnson. 7th grade
schooling in the same city, and for
ted for final adoption. Plans call
i nomic living should begin as soon I
43 years was in the employ of W. O.
Photographs of each pupil taken ing for the league to get underway Hewett Co. first as a member of the
rs pupils are entrusted the care of |
recently (by the Rasbach Photo early in the New Year will be pre j sales department and later in cleriAre Chosen By Pl easant
I things, such as testbooks. Ruth i
Service
have been received, and as sented at the meeting.
Wotton.
Ruth
Johnson
and
Eloise
■ cal work.
Valley Patrons and Juve
The makeup of the two Rockland
Law are seeing that the textbooks j
a whole, were very good—Elinor
Miss Parmalee, though quiet by.
teams from the Star Alleys and th? ! nature,
nile Group
Nye
are always appropriately covered
made a definite imprint on *
Community
Alleys
will
consist
of
• • • •
in the three Junior Business Trainall
with
whom she came in contact,
Pleasant Valley Grange ha elect
i ing classes.
A talking^novie, "Making of Ken the following able pin pickers: Star due to her refinement and delicacy
ed these officers: Master, M. E.
Alleys.
Frank
McKinney,
Mike
Arico.
• • • •
wood Blankets" was shown Thurs
j of feeling. It was for these best .
Young; overseer. Ray Andersen;
i School will open Jan. 3
day to all freshman Civics and Larrabee, Clarence Carr and Frank I tilings that she yearned and strug
lecturer. Elizabeth Passon; stew
Gardner.
Community
Alleys.
Fred
• • • •
Problems of Democracy classes.—
Good skating at Community Park
ard, E. M. Tolman; a istant stew
Black. Vance Norton, Chatto. Roy gled, as was indicated particularly •
Eiinor
Nye
, in two respects—her love and un•
«
•
•
ard, Russell Hickman; chaplain.
Hobbs, and "Dard” Rackliff
Mrs. Esther Rogers, Music
• • • •
! derstanding of music and the great
Mrs, Ivy Hart substituted in the
PRESIDENT WILLIAM HAR-, supervised the film, and William S
Vallie MacLaughlin; treasurer. P.
Although
the
makeup
of
the
Supervisor
The "Scandalite" went on sale
i satisfaction she derived from readI RIDGE looks over a print of the McLean, director of advertising foi
English
department
this
week.
L. S Morse; secretary E ta Ander
Friday. It was hailed with delight Thomaston entry, which team will ] ing. Another outstanding trait was
• • • •
new American League sound mo-j the Fisher Body divtsion of Genera,
sen; gatekeeper. Raymond Young:
use
the
Star
Alleys
as
their
home
Students in the Office Practice wards. Dorothy Howard. Felice because of its attractiveness.
Con picture,' first Century of Base- Motors, whose firm produced anti
Ceres. Florence Young: Pomona.
alleys, is not known, it will, in all her conscientiousness in all her du
and Business English classes have, Perry. Shirlene McKinney By mice
ball," following the world premiere will distribute it wlthoti. charge
ties and in her thoughts for others.
Olive Hickman; Flora, Edna Har
In New York. With him are Lew next year In celebration of the one
been making a study of a work tn I Havener. Patricia Allen: soprano
The Junior class play chosen is piobability consist of some of the The discomfort of her ill health
following
men.
Ken
Roes.
Robbins,
vey; lady assistant steward. Leona
Fonseca (left), director of promo-j hundredth anniversary of the na
which they are particularly inter- Jsolo. "Cantique Noel, ' Katherine ("Spring Fever," a three-act farce,*
Hickman; executive committee for
Pelt, Smalley. Davis, Hastings. though covering several years was
tion.tor the league, who wrote and tional pastime. ,
e.*ted and in connection with this
tonor solo. "Gesu Bambino. another "Gateway” production. The
borne with fortitude.
Graffam,
etc.
three years, F. L. S Morse.
*
study booklets have been made by George Huntley, with violin obliga- committee making the choice was
The only survivor is a sister, Miss
Tlie Camden “Y" outlit wlil stack
A Christmas tree is planned for
"First Century of Baseball," a' Fielding, batting and base run- Harriet Wooster. "Introduction to 10 by Shirlene McKinney, Silent Perry Howard. Evelyn Bartlett.
up with Phil Grover, Emerton Gross, Harriet Parmalee, who had given
the next meeting. Joke gifts from new American League sound motion ning are handled ln similar fashion Eusinesi Ibra Ripley, Aviation: Night
Elizabeth Lurvey, William Bicknell,
Combined <"'ubs'
Neil Magee. Forest Magee. Oeorge her sister devoted and unselfish
each person attending are request
Maxine Perry . "Dramatics;" Rita' Heavens Resound, combined Clubs. and Daniel Munro.
picture
to
be
released
early
next
with
American
League
stars
deinBoynton, Chick Maynard. Hart care Tlie two sisters had made
ed. Candy and fruit are solicited
...........
"Shorthand; ' Katherine The assembly liall was effectively
Smith.
Talbot,
Elmer Johnson. Burt Ste their home together for many years,
from those already not asked. The year in celebration of the 100th an- onstrating practice in each depart-; Jordan
B<,auty CultureAda'«<corated with evergreen trees and
Mary Bray, who is a second year
secretary's desk will be adorned with niversary of the national pagtimc. ment of play. Players who show
' „chiw Caw;- and’ Eleanor I wreaths, and lighted by candlelight, student at Castine Normal, visited venson. and Ronald Freeman. The and their closeness was more like
following men will make their de mother and daughter. Deep sym
i P«»y Howard was master of cere- school Wednesday.
a Christmas stocking as a sugges had its initial showing late toda' , their skill at bat include Joe Cronin, Pavson ,.The secretary'"
but for the "Y" in their first start. pathy is extended to the surviving
tion for dues now payable.
at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel.
Jimmie Poxx. Cecil Travis, Lou
. . . .
monies and Nathalie Edwards con-1
....
Officials
club
owners
and
manGehrig.
Joe
DiMaggio,
Joe
Gor-,
"pjccola.'
a
French
Christmas
!
cucted
devotions.
Three
units
of
the
local
chapter
No. 1. Phil Grover; No 2. Neil Ma sister.
The Juvenile Grange officers
Funeral services were held Thurs
elected as its leaders for 1939: Mas ugers. members of the Baseball don
Charley Gehringer. John 3tory. was presented by the Junior!
....
Explorer's Club have selected gee; No. 3. Em Grass; No 4. Chick
day
afternoon from the late resi
Maynard,
anchor
George
Boynton.
ter, Frank Call; overseer. Jackie Writers Association and others at- Heath and Hunk Greenberg; in the High Girls' Glee Club at assembly Volley ball practice began Thurs- their officers: Keepers of tlie Astrodence. with Rev. Fr. Kinney of St.
Tlie
teams
will
bowl
one
match
Passon; lecturer, Mary Farrand;
:.ding the three-day major league field and on the base paths. George Wednesday morning Dec. 21. The j riav in the gym under the direction i labe. Maynard Green. James Moulsteward. Elwin Hickman; assistant meeting witnessed the premiere of McQuinn. Kenneth Keltner. Mar- characters were “Plccola, " French I ol Miss Lawry. The following girls aison and Vivian Johnson; Keepers home and one away a week unless Bernard s Catholic Church officiatI ing. Interment was made in the
steward. David Farrand: chaplain. 11;- 45-minute picture, the fifth of vin Owen and Bill Werber
Peasant Girl. Joyce Cables; "Catli- ■ have shown an interest in this fast of the Watch, Irving McConchie. schedule making and conflicts make
i family lot in tlie Catholic Cemetery
Ruth Call; treasurer. Elinor Young:
pries produced in as many years1 Interwoven with the history of «.rine.
Piccolas Mother. Maxine and exciting game: Agnes John-| Christy Adams, and Lucy Thomp- diange.s necessary.
j at Thomaston. Bearers were Mayor
It
is
hoped
tliat
the
winning
team
Jl-y
the
American
League
in
co-op-1
the
game.
also,
are
sequences
deQUver;
“
Joan.
Piccola
s
Father,
on,
Barbara
Murray.
Eizabeth
!
son.
Keepers
of
the
Ephemeris.
secretary. Barbara Young; gate
keeper . Fulton Hickman: Ceres. nation with the Fisher Body divi- picting the various forms of ama_; Virginia Witham; "Marie," leader Marston. I.ucy Thompson and Elinor Doris Gattl. June Chatto. Ernes: will be sent to the Boston American E. R. Veazie. Frank M. Tibbetts,
! Harry Pratt and Edward Colson.
Claire Hallowell; Pomona . Rose j ion of General Motors.
teur baseball through which an as- 01- carolers. Bertha Coombs; Carol- Nye on one team and Lucille Mel- Harrington. Skippers. Crew I, are New England Candlepin Champion
—
Shadie; Flora. Barbara Benner;
Based upon the findings of the piring youngster with big league ers; Dorothy Childs. Betty Holmes.' , in. Marlon
Harrington. Barbara Mary Lamb. Roger Conant, and ships at Boston in April. This
There
were
7,822.000,000 lish and
should
be
a
team
capable
of
repre

lady assistant steward. Cot Benner ] Mi,is commission, the new film is ambitions may rise, with case ex- Doris Newhall. Ruth McMahon. Bartlett. PearlSmith and Lena Cue- j Pauline Carroll: Crew II. Madeline
eggs produced in Government hatch
senting
Knox
County.
A Christmas tree and Santa fur
pictorial history, tracing the ampies ol each. Bob Feller is cited RUth Emery. Shelby Giendenning.j cinello on the opposing team —E Hurd, and Karl Kalloch.
eries in the year ended last June 30.
Referees will be placed on both
....
nished plenty of excitement. Hon -curs? of the game from its rudi-, as one who came up from a high Mary Farrington. Shirley Eaton. Nye
Hall
• • • •
The Seniors and Juniors have the foul line and the pits in all
orary members receiving the pledge mentary forms to the present highly school league; Sam Chapman, the Dorothy Sylvester. Alice
held
meetings this week to elect matches. A standard pin will be
de:-loped
type
of
play
found
in
the.
college
diamond:
Joe
DiMaggio.
the
Georgia
Stevens.
Clara
Hallowell.,
The
annual
faculty
Christmas
were Ray Andersen and Edward
major leagues.
-:andlots, In connection with ths| Louise Veazie Elaine Poust. Norma party was held Wednesday evening their committees for Kippy Karni used in all matches and new wood
Tolman
The story proper starts with the .otter, the lour schools now being Munro. Doris Hill. Leona Lothrop at the Tower Room in the Com- val Senior committees are. solici- will be used on the alleys for all
A program was given for the en
tertainment of the honor guests ceation of a set of rules by Abner operated under major league super- Mary Wotton. Mary Perry. Lucille munity Building with members and ing. Austin Biiiings and Katherine | matches. In order to make the
Sweeney. Barbara Wood. Louise guests numbering 31. Entertain- Jordan, assistant, Guy Nicholas; matches as near even as passible,
who were: M. E. Young. Florence Dcubleday in 1839 for the then vision are mentioned.
In addition there are views of, smith. Margaret Economy and Alice ment was in charge of Mr. McCarty decorating. Dorothy Howard; en one type of pin shall be adopted
Young, E. M. Tolman Ray Ander pcpular town bail, which established
sen. F. L. S. Morse and Joseph the fundamental principles of base- the Old Tuners game in Cleveland cioss. “Christmas Spirit." Beverly i and Miss Lamb while Miss Brown tertainment. Sylvia Webster; cleanHamlin. The juveniles present were ba,I as it is known today. Improve- featuring such stars of thc past as coga*i; "Christmas Sprites' : Paul- and Miss Woodcock served refresh- -tp. Donald Chisholm Juniors are,.
Frank Call. Jackie Passon. Albert mints suggested by Alexander J. Ed Walsh. Tris Speaker and Cy, ine Dorothy and Beverly Havener ments. Mr. Bowden ably performed entertainment, Kenneth Post and
Hallowell. Fulton and Elwin Hick Cartwright, such as limiting thej Young, and the All-Star Game at Joan Ripley Barbara Kennedy as Santa Claus with Joke presents. Laura Pomeroy, assistant; decora• • • • tions. William Bicknell and Jane
man. Albert Smith. Dick and Ed fime to nine innings and extend- Cincinnati Connie Mack and Clark Dorothv Goodnow. and Leona Flanward Hamlin. David Farrand Al ing the distance between bases to J Griffith likewise do a bit." These ders The program was „ncjer the In connection with hobbies as a;Saw**r- arshtant; soliciting, Daniel
part of economic living. Leroy Stick- Munro, P.lcnard Spear and Wilbur
bert and Conrad Winchenbach. the present 90 feet, as well as his two. who started their baseball ca- direction of Miss Winifred Lamb
• • • •
jr.ey brought hls miniature harmoni- Dorr, assistants; clean-up. William
Mary Farrand. Dot and Barbara part in the formation of the first retrs more than half a century ago
baseball Cub in 1845 likewise are J discuss among other thing., tlie ditThe sixth issue of,tlie Highlit* ca laboti; one inch longi to Junior Cummings, and David Mazzeo as
Benner. Elinor and Barbara Young
| Terence between spring training came out Wednesday
Bu.-ine.-s Training class Wednesday sistant.
Claire Hallowell; Rose Sliadie. Edith dealt with fully
• • • •
Development of the rule-beating j now and then, which leads naturally
• • • •
and entertained witli Yuletide
and Ruth Sheldon . Elinor Hail
Miss
Haskell's
8th period geog
Gordon Richardson, home from carols.
Louise Winchenbach. Dawn Low curve ball by William Arthur Cum- into a presentation of this phase of
raphy class had interesting discus
tnings
in
18C7.
limitation
nine
years
major
league
ball
Colby,
was
a
visitor
here
WednesRuth Call, Nancy Hascall.
sions this etek on labeling and ad
j later of the length of bats to the I "His Honor, the Ump' also comes j day and Laroy Brown of Gorham.
Holders of activity tickets were
The meeting closed with carol
vertising with special reports given
I
present
42
inches
after
they
had
jin
for
hls
share
of
glory
with
the
came
Thursday.
given a copy of this week's Highlite
singing, and best of Christmas
by Owe.i alien. Edward Sullivan,
grown
to
absurd
proportions
as
a
dramatization
cf
several
problem
and also admission to the movie
wishes to the members unable to
An appropriate holiday offering'
Beverly Bowden, Harold Heal.
* defense measure against this pitch-'plays that are sure to feol the avThursday
afternoon.
"Sporting
be present. Norene Bartlett and
in the form of a Christmas assembly
Robert Rackliff and Barbara Mur
ing
innovation
the
appearance
of
I
ei
age
spectator.
The
film
is
brought
Pals "Gramp.v's Indoor Outing,"
Nancy Hamlin, two 5-year-olds who
was given Friday afternoon direc-,
ray.—B. Bowden
have been ill with whooping cough the glove and mask some 40 years, to J close with views cf the 1938 ted by Mrs. Rogers assisted by Mr "Shorty at Coney Island." and
World
Series
following
the
inauguration
ot
the
"Little America" were the titles of
were reported as improving Five
The regular meeting of troop 203
To obtain the highest profes- j McCarty. The program "Winter: the pictures shown.
new applications have been re game and Robert Addy's slide into
was held Tliursday evening. Patrol
Sor.g.
Girls'
and
Boys'
Glee
Clubs
I
The Cheer and Good Will so symbolic of
ceived, with one waiting for degree, second base in 1866. the first time sional standards in the matter of "The Green Cathedral." Girls Gle? i
meetings were held but no dues were
such an astounding feat had been photography, make-up and costum- j
There were Christmas trees in collected. About 23 members were
making a total of 37 juveniles.
quartet ‘"There
Christmas are equally symbolic of our own
ing the historical portions of "First | Club; ‘mixed
‘“Arv quartet
"There ss A , lhe heme rooms of Mr Topping Mr.
Etta Andersen was unanimously attempted, are a few of the other
Century of Baseball" were filmed m
t*1€ A‘r' Eiaine Ames. Fe Bowel: n Mi* . Stahl. Miss deRoche present at the business meeting. Mr.
highlights
of
baseball
history
cov

feelings of friendship to you whom we serve
re-elected matron. Evelyn Bartlett
Blaisdell gave a short talk on the
J Hollywood, with Author Lew Fon- lice Perry, George Huntley and mont, Mr Matheson. Miss Hughes.
ered
in
the
film.
is assistant and a very prosperous
so happily.
interest taken in scouting by the
_
...
,
. ..
Numerous comparisons between j stca, director of promotion for th: Perry Howard; soprano solo. "O ..
Mr. Rossnagel. Miss Lafnb. Miss
year seems ahead A victrola is
the new and the old are made to American League, on hand to in-'
Cl! Nights, Laura Pomeroy; Thompson, Miss Woodcock, and Lions Club which has voted to spon
needed to help this work; also a
sor a new Sea Scout Ship and
illustrate the more important points.; sure technical accuracy
Narra-,
Miss Brown.
record cf the National Anthem and
another o’ganization which is con
Following the sequence suggesting i ticn. save where the voices of the by writing the league headquarter-j
• • • •
America. A vote of thanks to The
the manner in which Cummings jcharacters appearing on the screen ! Id Cifttago, or the Fisher Body Divi- The Happy Go Ecker s Club held sidering o sponsor a cub pack, also
Courier-Oazette for its co-operation
Ted ! -‘ien. General' ****
Motors "
Corporation, j a party in that department Thurs that a new Court of Honor Is being
adap.cd to his own u.-e the principle j bave been recorded, t-. by ~
the past years, and a Merry Christ
employed in
making certain bil- Kusing.
Detroit, Mich., it was announced at day evening with nearly all mem organized by several local men not
mas to all from Pleasant Valley
connected with any troop in any
liard shots.
Johnny Allen. Ted : The newfilm supplants the four ' be preview.
bers present. Games were enjoyed
“IT’S RICHER”
Grange were extended
way.
Lyons. Emil Leonard. Monte Pear- previous American League picture
i
Ter:
pasir.g,
inspection
and
■on. Spurgeon Chandler Buck New-j which were viewed by more than
VETERANS FOR C.C.C.
j games were held in the gym. Each
som. Lefty Gomez and other ace lo.C63.000 persons. It will be made
scout got a small bag of candy
available
without
charge
shortly
Manager At Togus Authorized To hurlers. including Monte Stratton,
from thc Christmas tree and Mr.
who recently lost a leg as a result after January 1 to schools, colleges,
Select Men After January 1st
Blaisdell also furnished candy.
MERRY
CHRISTMAS
of a hunting accident, step to the clubs and other organizations in
Each patrol was given a box. crepe
mound to show the advance that terested in the subject of baseball
Announcement has been made
paper, tinsel and whatever food
have been made in pitching in the in 16 or 35mm sizes as required.
by the Manager of the Veterans
s', uff the members of that patrol
Requests for bookings may be made
last
70
years.
Administration. Togus. Maine, tliat
j brought. The boxes were filled and
j decorated. The box with the mast
he has been authorized to select
veterans for the veterans' con
original decorations was awarded,,
tingent of the Civilian Conserva
first prize. The Pioneer Patrol won
tion Corps. The enrollment of
the box of candy. The troop pre
ROCKLAND, ME.
these men will take place for a
sented Mr. Chick with a present in
!l
limited period after Jan. 1.
appreciation of hls splendid work
Applications cannot be consid
for the troop. The meeting was
ered in thase cases of veterans
closed at 9.15.—Charles Libby
• • • «
whose discharges from the Civilian
Don't forget to come to the broad
Conservation Corps were not hon
dnt/
cast Sunday afternoon Jan. 8. at
orable. who were discharged from
3 o'clock. Admission 10 cents.
the Corps within six months, who
are not citizens of the United States
The merry Christmas bells that jingle
or who are now employed. Eligible
and ring have no more joyous sound
Legal Notice
veterans seeking enrollment can
A Happy
A
Joyous
than the jingle of dollars that have
not be enrolled in other than the
ANNUAI. MEETING OF THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKLAND
been saved especially to spend during
New
Year
State of their jSermanent residence.
Christmas
Notice ls hereby given that the an
Veterans interested in being en
the holidays.
nual meeting ol the stockholders ol
The First National Bank of Rockland
rolled in the Civilian Conservation
Our Christmas Club members know
will
be
held
at
Its
banking
rooms
on
For your Good Will and Patronage in 1938.
Corps should, on account of the
Tuesday. January 10. 1939. at 10 o’clock
‘
..
r
sweetness of this melody of the
a. m . to consider and vote upon the
small quota, apply immediately for
following proposals:
As we enter our fiftieth year of service to
jingling
dollars, and they know, too,
1. To elect a board of directors for
proper application blanks by writ
OUR 1939^
the ensuing year and to consider mat
that there will be no harsh discords in
ing to the Manager. Veterans Ad
our friends in Knox and Lincoln Counties,
ters of a routine nature.
CHRISTMAS
2 To adopt a completely revised
May Happiness Be With You
ministration. Togus. Maine.
the form cf January bills later.
form of articles of association for the

The Courier-Gazette

At The High School

carol. Adestes Fidelis,” combined
Clubs; "In the Northland." Boys'
Glee Club; musical reading. ’‘The
Night ^Before Christmas," Ruth
Seabury; double trio. "The New
Moon At Christmas," Nathalie Ed-

A Bowling League

New Grange Officers

EDWARDS & CO.
E. & M. ICE CREAM

CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH
E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

Jingling Dollars

Thank You

JB

Some think they are entitle:! to
land, money and the pursuit of idle
ness.

we hope to merit your continued confidence.

And Yours At Christmas And

May you and your home circle enjoy an

Throughout The New Year!

abundant Christmas and a New Year replete
Andrew Rikila’s
New Shoe Repairing Shop
is at 299 Main Si.
Over Lamb’s, Cleaners

13Stf

with health and happiness.

JOHN B. ROBINSON
FURNITURE

GREGORY’S

488 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 811

bank in which there will be no refer
ences to preferred stock. The revised
lorm of articles of association, among
other changes, will provide for not less
than five nor more than twenty-five
directors, two-thirds vote of the stock
of the association for amendments of
the articles of association and ten days'
notice for special meetings of the
•shareholders.
3. To transact such other business
Incidental to the foregoing proposals
as may properly come before such
meeting.
Per order.
JOSEPH EMERY.

Cashier
Rockland. Maine, Dec. 10, 1938.
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CLUB

a

Better join our Christmas Club now.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
member federal deposi ^insurance cor p-o rati O-N
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Every-Other-Day

Page Three

The new flood lights had their
first use at a Rankin street chim
ney fire and proved very effective.

'^DECEMBER’™
SUN MON1

SAT

TUES WED THU FRI

1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8, 9 10
1112 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
2526 27 28 29 30 31

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L. Flan
ders of 16 Cedar street are receiv
ing unwarranted congratulations.
There has been no "blessed event."

Kennedy Crane made “the dean's
list" at The Courier-Oazette office
yesterday afternoon when he sent
his Christmas greetings to the
office force in the shape of two
large boxes of delicious Biltmore
chocolates.
Charles Firth of the McLain (attic)
fifth grade plans to spend his Christ
mas vacation in Brooklin. Shirley
Drinkwater .spends her Christmas in
Lincolnville. Fred Tolman In Northport, and Joan Hunt in Thomaston,
and George Morton in Waltham,
Mass.

The latest box score of the Knox
Hospital fund shows the total
amount of pledges to date as $1053.
This shows a splendid spirit on the
part of the donors all of whom have
the heartfelt thanks of thase who
"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE”
are conducting this most worthy
Der. 25- Warren—Christmas cantata. project.

TALK OF THE TOWN

"Prepare Him Room" by the Baptist
Choir.
Dec 28—Christmas ball at Camden
Opera House
Jan. 3—City schools open for winter
term.
_
Jan 6 —Waldoboro— Parent-Teacher
Ass n meets at High School auditorium
Jan 9—Northport—Play "Little Miss
Hitchhiker" l< Grange Dramatics Club.
Jan 10 (2 p. m l—Dramatic reading
by Mrs Maude Andrews Lincoln at
Universalist vestry.
Jan. 28-27 — Mid winter meeting of
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs ln
Augusta

THE WEATHER

In tjjc Boston Herald the other
day appeared a group picture of
the Tremont Temple Centenary
committee. Among the prominent
leaders shown was Leonard H.
Rhodes, honorary chairman. Tlie
centenary will last from Jan. 1st to
April 23. and will Include a three
weeks’ evangelistic campaign.
PRACTICAL CHRISTMAS JOY

Persons who feel homesick if they
do not have a "wliite Christmas."
will not suffer from nostalgia un
less tlie wliite Hakes now tumbling
out of Uie skies are soon washed
away by rain. All in all it lias been
a wonderful Christmas season so
far as weather is concerned, with
just enough near zero weather to
cause the man of the house to hint,
broadly to madam tliat he needs a
pair of new gloves. One hundred
and twenty-four years ago was
signed the treaty of Ghent ending
the second war with England,
which reminds us that there are
only 10 more hours of Christmas
shopping.
Free scallop stew will be served at
the meeting of the Rockland Lodge
of Elks.
The New Thorndike Hotel lias a
new chef in the person of Charles
E. Colcmy. who lias had a long ex
perience cooking on steamboats and
yachts.
The Kickapoo is somewhere on the
road from Baltimore, and her ar
rival will be grateful news, especially
at Bangor, where the ice conditions
have been difficult.

Further evidence of Christmas
cheer for Rockland came this
morning from the office of the
Rockland & Rockport Lime Co..
Inc., with the word that one kiln
had been fired the present week
and that at least one more would
be started in the immediate fu
ture. The company passed the
cheer along lo 135 of its awa.vfrom-the-coast patrons by send
ing baskets of Rockland. Maine,
lobsters, along with holiday greet
ings and plenty of Maine liter
ature.

The Court House dome has been
completely rebuilt, and presents a
very handsome and dignified ap
pearance. Tlie work has cost the
county about $3000 which sounds like
rather a staggering sum, until one
is reminded that nary a cent had
been spent on it in 65 years, and the
dome was ebout to collapse.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps united j
with Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V.. to
purchase stockings for needy chil-,
dren attending Purchase street
school. This worthy cause is a part {
of the charity work done by the pa- ■
triotic orders, and in this case has
Eliza Plummer, patriotic instructor
as chairman. The names were fur
nished by the school principal.

Members of Claremont Commandery. K. T, will, participate in the
toast of the Most Eminent Grand
Master at the asylum Sunday fore
The Courier-Gazette received a
noon at 11.30. There will be appro welcome call Thursday from Fred
priate exercises.
erick A. Shepherd, who had come
to this city with the remains of hls
Patrol boats 211 and 410 went to father, the late Allen A. Shepherd,!
the assistance Wednesday night nf an obituary of whom appeared in ,
Ralph Post s lobster boat which had Thursday's issue of this paper, j
gone ashore at Owl's Head Light. Frederick Shepherd, who is a gradtt- j
Tlie cratt was towed to Snow ship ate of Rockland High School, and
yard for repairs.
formerly in newspaper work here, is
on the staff of a Brooklyn newspa
The pleasant relations which have
per. and up to his old game of writ
existed between The Courier-Ga
ing “exclusives.”
zette and the Seaboard Navigation
Co. were enhanced this week with
Twenty-nine Junior High School
the receipt of Christmas greetings
gfrls attended the Christmas party
from Duncan Mclnnes and Dana C.
held for them Thursday night at the
Wrightington.
East Room, Community Building.
Georgee W. Leadbetter. Director The first of the evening was spent
of Selections of the Civilian Conser In singing Christmas carols about
vation Corps, will broadcast Mon the city. Later there were games.
day evening at 7.15 over station Christmas stories and refreshments
WGAN. His subject will be the op before the fireplaces. These gather
portunities offered the C.C.C. boys, ings are a success and are greatly
and their accomplishments. This enjoyed by both groups. In charge
program is one of Uie IJnited States were Marj' Lawry. Mildred Sweeney.
Government repoiV*‘series spon Dorothy Lawry. Dorinda Coughlin
sored by the National Emergency and Jane Hall . The next meeting
Council and Scott F. Kittredge. Ex will be Jan. 4.

ecutive Assistant of the Council will
interview Mr. Leadbetter.

ALEADER!—

QUALITY CREAM
for your COFFEE

QEJ/*fora
OUV
Full Quart
20c for a Full Pint

Round Top Farms
TEL. 622,

ROCKLAND, ME.

153-154

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service

361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
110-tf

CJuvudi Stwictb
First Baptist Church

SERMONETTE

Christmas 1938

It is interesting always to note
the preparation in northern
:itiea, for Christmas. Wreaths,
trees, bright berries, holly;
crowds of eager shoppers, win
dows full of toys, candies and
gifts. Women throng the stores
and jastle the men aside, as
though they uselessly encum
bered the earth. Gifts! gifts!
That is it, gifts for young and
old. That is the thought of
Christmas, the very spirit of
Christmas that animates all.
Hark! What is that music
borne on the frosty air. A band
is playing in front of one of the
great stores. A Salvation Army
band.
Listen!
"Joy to the
world The Lord is Come." hear
tliat lassie sing—singing about
the greatest gift God ever gave
to man.
Twenty centuries ago in the
silent night shepherds watched
their flocks, and then the angel
came; the explanation of all
gifts. A short time before. Caesar
Augustus had sent out a decree
“that all the world should be
taxed.” Well! we can under
stand that in 1938.
Our world, the whole world,
is being taxed. Taxed as nevlr
before, needlessly taxed because
of wicked men. None wickeder
in history. These humble shep
herds in that long ago watched
their flocks, "and the glory of
God shone round about them”
Tliat was the first Christmas. “I
bring you tidings of great Joy.
for unto you Is bom this day, a
Saviour, which is Christ the
Cord." God's best gift.
Wherever you are this Christmastide. at home or with your
loved ones remember those who
are being taxed, not only in
money but in their lives by two
of the wickedest men In all hu
man history; and recall this great
gift of God to you. Whatever
your faith, or with no faith at
all there is no gift you can make
in all your list whether young
or old. equal to the gift of self
to Him. This would help give
others a better world in 1937.
Happy Christmas!
—William A. Holman

Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. Pastor j
10.30 a. m.
Pielude—Ava Marla,
Bach Gounod
Miss Bertha E Luce. Mrs Ruth E
Sanborn. Mrs Elsa Constantine
Violin. Plano, Organ
I "Joy To The World."
Choir
j Doxology
i Invocation
The Birthday of a King." Neldllnger
Choir
Incidental solo by R W Carter
Scripture Lesson—Luke 2: 8 20
Hymn. No 64—"Hark, The Herald
Angels Sing "
Mendelssohn
Prayer
Violin Solo—Second Movement from
Mendelssohn's Concerto,
Miss Luce
Announcements
Oflertory—Pastorale.
Relnecke
Choir—“Christmas Bells."
Rogers
Incidental Bolos by Miss Gladys
Grant ana Mrs Lillian Joyce
Sermon—"Our Discovery At Bethlehem"
Rev J. Charles MacDonald
"Sing. O Heavens!",
Tours
Choir
i
Postlude—Jubilate Deo In C.
Stults

7.16

Prelude -Kamennol-Ofstrow Rubenstein
Mrs Constantine and Mrs Reta
Robinson—Organ and Plano
Christmas Carol Song Service led by
Osmond Palmer
Scripture Lesson—Matt 2. 1-12
Solo—"Prayer "
"Malotte
Mr, Carter
Prayer
Announcements
Offertory The Shepherd's Carol."

"The Christmas Story."

Sermon—"Paradise Regained: What It
Means"
Closing Moments
, Postlude—Marche Jubilate,
Ryley

The Church School with classes
! for all ages will meet at the noon
, hour. There will be a special
J Christmas program by the Young
People at their service at 6 o'clock.
The Annual New Year Prayer Meet
ing will be held on Tuesday eve
ning at 7 IS.

SL Peter's Church (Episcopal)

•

Owing to you giving me your orders
for Christmas cards and subscriptions
to magazines. T have had a very suc
cessful business year Thank you sin
cerely and a Merry and Healthful
Christinas to you all.
Sherwood E. Frost

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

and church school for Christmas!

Sunday:

Organ prelude
Processional Hymn—"Hark The Herald
Angels Sing ’
Cal! To Worship
Doxology
Anthem—"Sing. O Heavens."
Tours
Quartet and Chorus
Responsive Reading—"The Prince of
Peace"
Gloria Patrl
Prayer
Solo—“O Holy Nleht."
Adam
Harold Greene, tenor
Littlefield Memorial Church
Christmas Offering
•
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller. Pastor Junior Sermon
Hymn—"O Come All Ye Faithful"
10.30 a. m.
Scripture Reading—The Christmas Story
Coombs
Pi elude— "Llcbstraum."
Franz Liszt Anthem—"Bethlehem."
The Quartet
Doxology
Sermon- "Fulfilling God's Purpose."
Invocation—Lord’s Prayer
Mr Olds
Gloria
! Responsive Reading—"The Coming of H>mn—“O Little Town of Bethlehem"
Benediction
thc King"
Hymn —"Angela From the Realms of Choral Amen
Organ Postlude
Glory”
• • • ■
I Scripture-Matt. 2: 1-11
Anthem by choir—"Calm on the
Catholic
Church
Listening Ear."
Ira B Wilson
j Prayer—Response
Rev.
Fr.
James
A
Flynn, pastor.
Announcements
I Offertory—"Con Amore."
8 a. m. Christmas Hymns.
Paul Beaumont
10 45 a. m. Mass of Little Flower
Scio—"Cantique De Noel."
Adelphe Adam
Kathleen Chase
Sermonettc for children
Services at the Methodist Church
Hymn—"Hark What Mean Those Holy
Sunday Morning Dec. 25th 9 30 Thc
Voices"
Stimon—"The World at this Christmas Friendly Men's Bible Class; 10.30
Time”
Benediction
Pleaching by tiie Pastor, subject: Postlude—"Marche Romaine." Gounod
"The Crowded Inn of Modern Life" j

7.16 p. m.
At the evening service a pageant
of four scenes will be given en
titled. "They That Sil In Darkness.'
written by Dorothy Clark Wiison.
Pianist. Howard Chase The charac
ters are as follows:

Miriam.
3ertha Gray
The Rev. E. O Kenyon. Rector
Ruth.
Barbara Bartlett
The Order of services for Christ Mary,
Sylvia Hooper
Joseph,
Roger Conant
mas.
Joasn,
Ralph Munroe
Cleveland Gray
The First Vespers Christmas Eve Amon.
Esther,
Elinor Nye
Rachel.
Marguerite Gray
at 5 p. m.
Lunetta
Gray
The singing of Carols, The Pro-| gj****Jane Packard
Ramah.
Lucy
Munroe
cession to the Creche 11 30 p. m.
Nathan,
Sidney Munroe
Hcmar,
Mid-night Mass
Jason Thurston
Jonathan.
Richard Giles
Second Mass at 9 a. m.
Abel.
Austin Ulmer
Leona Flanders
Church school and late Mass First King.
Second King.
Arlene Bartlett
Third King.
omitted
Julia Mealey
Vespers at 7 p. m.
The singers will include Miriam
Music for the Mtd-night Mass
Dorman; Charlotte. Laura. Glenice
Organ and Violin Prelude,
and Doris Munroe; Carl Gray; Pa
Mrs Abble Folland. Organist
Albert Marsh. Violinist
tricia Bisbee.
Hark the Herald Angels Sing.
The Sunday School will meet at
Sung by the Girls Choir
The Cradle Hymn.
11.45.
Regular prayer meeting
Sung by the Men
Tuesday evening at 7.30. WatchCantique de Noel.
Miss Katherine Rice
Night service will be observed Sat
Hymns of the Procession—O Little
Town of Bethlehem
urday evening at 8 o'clock.
Adeste Ftdells
• * * •
Ir.trolt Proper.
Gregorian

J

AN APPRHCIATION

Iang

Adam

Choir

George Huntley. Cantor
BORN
Kyrie.
Mlssa Marlalts
Ludwif—At Thomaston. Dec 2t, to Gradual.
Gregorian
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Ludwig, a son— Alleluia.
Gregorian
Raymond Ellerson.
Qiedo.
Mlssa Marlalls
Offertowy.
Gregorian
Offertory—Hymn. It Came Upon a
MARRIED
Midnight. Clear.
Sursum Corda
Black-Chase—At Washington. Dec. 14 Sanctus and Benedlctus.
Mlssa Mariahs
by Mrs Clara Overlock. J. p . Maynard
Mlssa Mariahs
L. Black of Washington and Miss Della I Pater Noster.
Agnus Del.
Mlssa Mariahs
F Chase of 'Waldoboro
Communion Proper,
Gregorian
Hvmns sung during Communion Let
ah mortal Flesh keep silence
DIED
Ave Verum
Starrett—At Warren, Dec 23. Ernest
Bread of the World
L. Starrett. Sr., aged 44 years, 7 months
Silent Night
21 days. Funeral Monday at 2 o clock Gloria ln Excelsls,
Old Chant
from residence.
Burial tn Starrett Amen.
Mlssa Mariahs
cemetery.
Post-lude,
Fogerty—At Cushing. Dec. 23. Inez L..
Organ and Violin
wife of Nelson W Fogerty, aged 68
years. 7 months. 1 day. (Funeral Mon
day at 1 30 from residence. Interment I
tn Norton cemetery.
Ames—At Appleton, Dec 22. Joseph
A. Ames, aged 78 years. 5 months. 13
days
Funeral today at ,10.30 from (
Simmons
Funeral parlors.
Union.
Burial ln Appleton.
Carleton—At Medfield. Mass . Dec. 22.
Clara A Carleton. Interment In Carle-!
ton cemetery Rockport.
Smith—At Taunton, Mass . Dec, 18.
Elden B Smith, native of Appleton, 1
aged 86 years, tl months, 17 days
Quimby—At Rockland. Dec 23. Mar
cia widow of Frank Quimby, aged 761
years. 6 months. 23 days Funeral Mon-(
Ambulance Service
day at 2 o'clock from 42 South South
Main street.
Dear Public —

TELS. 390 AND 781-1

* CHRISTMAS *

Vniversalist Church

Dr. John Smith Lowe, minister
Beautiful
decorations.
great
Christmas anthems and hymns and
the next sermon in tlie series by
Dr. Lowe on ‘The Spirit of Jesus
and the Challenge to the Prolil
System.' will feature the Christ
mas service at the Universalist
Church Sunday morning at 10.45
a. m. Tlie Church School will meet
in the vestry at noon. Mrs. Glov
er's Class at her residence; Dr.
Lowes Class in the Church audi
torium.

Gifts And Rhymes
Banquet At Hotel Rockland
Local Theatre Staffs Make
Merry

The proprietors and employes of
Strand and Park Theatres held their
annual pre-view banquet last niglit.
lhe event taking place in tlie attractive and cosy dining hall of thp
New Hotel Rockland, where cover,
were laid for 28. Beefsteak, chicken
and lobster featured a menu—with
the injunction. "You can have all
you want." So ample was the menu
that nobody called for "seconds" anti
everybody had something nice to say
to Landlord Donohue.
Presiding over the jolly gathering
as master of ceremonies was L. J.
Dandeneau. manager of Park The
atre. Many joke gifts were exti acted from thc attractive Christ
mas tree, and all were accompanied
by verses which evoked shouLs of
Anthems by the Choir: "It is the laughter when read by the "victims."
There was a brief period of speech
Blessed Christmas Morn'' Bartlett
and "The Hush of INight" Spence making—necessarily brief because it
Solo" by Mrs. Lydia Storer. "Jesu was nearing time for tlie two the
Bambino. Petro A Yon. Baraca atres to open.
Class and Sunday school at 12. Eve- ! Felicitations were extended by tlie
ning services: Epworth league at, .-peclal guests. Earle C. Dow. R. G.
6 33. Sermon by the Pastor at 7.30. Sherman. John M. Richardson and
Frank A Winslow, representing the
• • • •
Sunday services at Pentecostal press: Harry E. Wilbur. Carl Benson
Mission will include Sunday school and Thomas Fleming, who serve as
at 1 o'clock and meetings at 2.30 and bank night judges;—and by Austin
7.30 p. m. The school will present a P Brewer, commander of WinslowChristmas concert Monda.v at 7.30 Holbrook Post, who is also a mem
p. m. The revival series will con ber of the staff of Strand Theatre.
Tlie greeting extended to Manager
tinue each night at 7.30.
Dondis showed his popular rating
The Kiwanis Club will observe with the “crowd.” He spoke espe
ladies' night Wednesday at Owl's cially of the new industry, and the
Head town hall. Supper will be liberal subscription which the Bos
ton office authorized him to make.
served at 6.30.
Manager Dandeneau spoke feelingly
Mrs. Barbara Sisson is assisting in of his seven years' motion picture
the What-Not Shop this week. Fine service in Rockland, and of the ad:
early American productions, choice dltional magnet which draws him
glassware, baskets, silver jewelry, etc. quickly back to this city after he has
visited his own home in Portland.
Those present at the banquet
This item found its way to the City
Editor's desk this morning: “A pe were: Mr. and Mrs Joseph Dondis,
tition is being circulated on Tillson L. J. Dandeneau. John M. Ricliardavenue to obtain funds for the pur
chase of a wig for thc proprietor of
Harborside Lunch."

son. Earle C. Dow, R. S. Sherman,
Frank A Winslow. Harry E. Wilbur.
Carl Benson. Thomas Fleming.
Philip Dondis, Fred Haining. Robert
Hussey. Raymond Fogarty. Albert
Packard, Roland Philbrook. Harvey
Robishaw, Miss Ruth Crouse. Miss
Anne Povich, Almon young. Harold
Dondis, Meredith Dondis. Herbert
Dondis. Austin P. Brewer. Sterling
Morse. Oscar Dellheim. MUs Edith
Dondis and Earl Cook
These children from tlie McLain
i Attic» fifth grade have not been
absent this term of 14 weeks: Flor
ence Carroll. Albert Cuthberison.
Leroy Harrington. Ruth Keizer. Jas
per Lombardo. Lois Tracy.

Carolers Tonight
Will Sing Christinas Music
At the Burpee Furniture
Store
For the first time, tonight at 3
o'clock the Knox County Mens
Chorus will sing Christmas carol-,
tlie artists assembling at Burpee .furniture store from all parts of
i Knox County. Tlie purpose ol th.
| “sing" is to make glad people's
' hearts and lift their spirits for those
things sacred to home life, for love
of our fellow men. for full appreci
ation of our beloved free country
I and adherence to things that arc
eternal.
Then, too. we hope to give an idea
of what these troubadors can do for
our county, and hope to Interest yeti
to come and hear us again when we
give our first concert in the near
future. So keep your ear to the
ground and your eyes glued to The
Courier-Gazette for more informa
tion about our activities.
May we take this opportunity to
wish you all from our hearts thal
tliis Christmas may be a milestone
of higher perspective in life.
S. T. Constantine

The red wagons have been bu*v
the past 12 hours, last night's diaphone call from 39 taking the de
partment to one of the Donahu?
tenements off Park street where a
partition blaze had started from a
too-clcse stove. The motors had
not-cocled down after thc recall when
Engine 2 was sent scooting up Tal
bot avenue where a short circuit in
Christmas lights had started a lively
blaze in the home of Roy Estes.
Youthful but capable hands had tlie
fire under control when truck arrived
else serious damage might have re
sulted to the fine home This morn
ing a chimney fire at the Limerock
Knox Lodge I O O.F., will omit Its
street home of Clarence Haraden
Monday night meeting next week.
was extinguished without damage.

CHRISTMAS JOY
TO YOU ALL
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Tlie large woden structure origi
nally built for the Consolidated
Baking Co. on Park street and later
housing several grain concerns, is
being demolished to make way for
the new Socony filling station.

There will be a vigorous assault
upon Strand Theatre at 2 o'clock to
morrow afternoon when Rockland
Order nf Service
ledge of Elks holds Its annual
Organ Prelude—"Jesu Bambino." Jon
Doxology
Christmas party. There will be a
Invocation
fine picture program and all of the
Confession of Faith
Christmas Carol
kiddies will be remembered with ap
Responsive reading
Anthem—"Behold! A King."
Scott propriate Christmas bags.

»e extend

warmest

May this joyous day he one of merriment ami
good eheer in a pleasantly heated home.

Scripture and (Prayer
Choir Response—"A Christmas Prayer."
Wells
Offertcry—"The Beatitudes." Chadwick
Contralto solo—"The Virgin's Slumber
Song."
Reger
Sermon—"The Spirit of Jesus,"
Dr. Lowe
Anthem—"Christmas Carol Emmanuel,"
Rossini
Organ Postlude—"Carillon.”
Boellmann

Quite extensive ilterations are
in progress at the City Farm. A
new dormitory is being installed on
the upper floor. During alterations
a very inexpensive but efficient
lighting system has been installed
doing away with the very unsatis
....
factory and dangerous system of
Congregational Church
using kerosene lamps in times of
Rev. Corwin 11 Olds, minister
Unified service of public worship sickness.

tl««-

customers and friends.

519 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME

BURN D&H ANTHRACITE-THE 5 POINT FUEL"
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Every-Other-Day

1 nesday from a business trip to New
the utmost caution in regard to ex
i York city.
posure to whooping cough. This
Fifteen members of the HappyI holds true, not only in regard to I
«« « «
Oo-Luckies 4-H Club met Monday
prevention, but also in regard to ex1 night for a Christmas party at the
ALENA L STARRETT
' posing others, once the disease has
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
home of the assistant leader. Mrs I
T"
r“
] been contracted. Teachers are re
Correspondent
Correspondent
8
2
4
5
7
i
quired
to
excuse
a
child
from
school
'
Harold Drewett. Present also was
ft ft ft ft
Tel
the leader. Mrs. Wilder Moore, who I
iT
| if he is coughing. It may or may [
ll
II
Tel. 27
has been ill. Games were played,
not be whooping cough. The fact is.
W
NW
and the group gathered about the ’
I any cough is a bad cough. There is
14
lb
17
Mr and Mrs. Warren Stilphen of
Miss Mary Cunningham of Bath
piano for the singing of Christmas '
no good cough. It it turns out to be
Bath. Mrs. Alton French and friend
who conducts dancing classes here
carols, these arrangements inI
I whooping cough, then the other chil
ll
20
IB
19
of Lincolnville, were recent callers charge of Theresa Huntley and J
gave a Christmas party Thursday
dren will be protected. If it is not.
at the home of George Teague.
tc her pupils. Each child received
Gloria Haskell. After the tree was
then the child himself will be pro
il
24
23
25
Mrs Annie Buckley of Hartford,
a gift from the tree and refresh
O
picked, refreshments were served
tected. as well as the other children.
w
! Conn. is holiday guest of Misses
ments were served.
by Miss Phyllis Perry, assisted by
I because he will be able to have the
lb
27
Lizzie
Winslow
and
Winnie
26
Roland Burns and family have
Eleanor Pales, and Evelyn Smith
heme care necessary to prevent
Winslow.
moved from the Sanborn block to
I Santa at the party, was Roland
chronic bronchial infection Because
ii
1 31
30
an apartment in the Ludwig house
Tables at the Christmas supper Jose, nephew of Mrs. Drewett.
of the serious, and sometimes fatal,
on Marble avenue.
after effects of whooping cough, Thursday at the Congregational
The Merry-go-eagle met Tuesday
5L
32
33
34
35
Sumner Hancock is spending the
among babies and in later life, it is Church by the Ladies' Circle, were with Mrs. Ada Spear, South War
school vacation at his home in
of the utmost importance that all prettily decorated with holly and ren.
MO
39
3d
37
Casco.
concerned co-operate in every pos- candle centerpieces and matching
Mrs. Abbott Spear of Chestnut
w
William Jameson is at home fori
napkins.
Church
decorations
for
I sible way to prevent an epidemic.
Hill. Mass, has been at the home
44
4i
42
43
the school recess from Maine Cen
i the Christmas
pageant. "The of her father, Forrest Spear since ,
tral Institute in Pittsfield.
'
Adoration
of
the
Kings
and
the
t* A Christinas Message t* j ftuorauoii oi uie rungs ana me Tuesday and wil lbe joined by Mr
4b
4$
46
Mrs Ruth Castner leaves today
47
- ..
’’ Shepherds." by the Church School,
rsrirtm.,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
, ,
,
......
spear for the Christmas holidays.
oiln j J fc*V
for Needham. Mass, to pass the
'
were
in
keeping
with
the
season
'
Every human being is pretty much were " eeP ng *1
* season , Mr and Mrs Benjnmln DaV|s
holidays with her sister. Mrs. Lin- I
49
50
a composition of hts habits. It is “i”'
<*ancel flanked by a
e calIed Tu^gy t0 Taunton
wood Hewett and her father. Rev
therefore the sacred responsibility of beautfu'yad°rned Christmas tree.Mass t0 attend
funrral for
w
N R. Pearson a former pastor cf 1
.
. i a v.
! from which gifts were taken Durn
ap
52
51
parent and teacher alike to shape I mo fnn titveimf t'irm nf fhn noooant Eiaen B. Smith,
who had died the
_
the Methodist Church in this town.
ing the presentation of the pageant, previous Sunday.
They were ac
wisely the forces that form those )
Miss Frances Castner and Charle-1
the Church auditorium, was effec- companied by Raymond Borneman I
habits.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Chantelle of Cambridge. Mass., are |
VERTICAL (Cont.)
| tlvely lighted with candles placed who assisted in the driving. Mr
It is appropriate at Christmas time ]
1-Preclude
37- Answer (abbr.)
8- Part of a circle (pi.)
spending Christmas with Mrs.
in each window.
6 Garden tool
Smith, aged 86 was born in Apple38- Weeps
9- Go« (Latin)
i to suggest that the habit of sensing
Susan Castner.
Mrs William Stanford is passing ton. son of Benjamin and Salome 11- Poisonous plant of 43- A compass point
10- Aend over
and
appreciating
values
is
probably
Mrs Emma E Spear of Portland
W. United States
(abbr.)
13-Highly skilful
in itself the most desirable of ail, i the holiday weekend with her (Linscott) Smith. Before leaving 12-The darnel
41- Six hundred
15-Authoritative rule
arrives today to visit her daughter
and it is not too much to say that brother **™nce Peyler. and Mr Maine, he had a lively business fil 14-A vegetable
42- Fleeced
17-The place where
Mrs. B. O. Miller.
44- Civil Engineer
one lives
beyond all other values the quality and Mrs Kf,nn<th
in ing saws in Warren and Union. His 16-Harmony
Marlene Monahan, young daugh
(abbr.)
20-Sluggishness
of human kindness comes first.
Providence.
place of business In Warren was in 18- Conju notion
ter of Mr and Mrs. Reginald Mona
19- Retreats
45- Eel-catching basket 23-Oarlings
Children can be trained to be kind
M1“ Janet Wade' student at the the present telephone building 21- Electrical Engineer 47-Unfastened
25-Solitarv
han is a surgical patient at State j--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(abbr.)
49-Kiln for drying hops 27-Tear
Street Hospital in Portland.
| Mr and Mrs. Henry Mason will Sunday at 7 o'clock: hymn, congre- I do not mean the sort of kindness | Ballard Busin'“ CoIlege ln ***• Leaving for Massachusetts about
land. is having a week's vacation 23 years ago he worked as motor 22- Unequal
50- Title
29-Away from
Mrs. Leslie Peyler and Mrs Ruth [spend Christmas with Mr and Mrs. gation: prayer. Rev. O. G. Barnard: that comes from courtesy or a sense
32- Hell
A special meeting of Ivy Chap man in Boston on the first electric 24- Small depressions 51- Proceed leisurely
Castner were Rockland visitors; Lir.wood Palmer in Nobleboro
responsive reading. "Weloome" of duty, alone; although that is im25- A serpent
33- Peevish
52- Slashes
ter. O.ES will be called Wednes- cars. For several years until his 26- Wharf
34- Egrets
Wednesday.
j Clifford Porter of Providence, is Herbert Lee song. “We Three Kings portant. I mean that sincere, felt
VERTICAL
36-Plants
conferring of the retirement over ten years ago. he 28- Residence (abbr.)
The Meadowlark Troop of Girl'passing a vacation at the home of of the Orient Are.' senior girls; reci- kindness which is nurtured in toler- | day ni«ht' for
2- Shade tree
38- Elected
Pond-du-lac Chapter of was cement contractor for the New 29- Oart
Scouts enjoyed a Christmas party Mr and Mrs S L. Brown.
j tation-. Joanne Burns. Nancy ance. appreciation and a sympa- degrw
3- Male hog
30-Claw
39- Part of a flower
thetic
understanding
of
one
another
|
Washington,
and
Orient
Chapter
of
Bedford
Copper
Works
in
Taun

4- Performed
Services at the Baptist Church Eug'.ey Mildred Benner. Ruth Bur^-Mineral springs
31- Goad
Wednesday night at the home of
Union are Invited. Supper will be ton. Mass. He is survived by his 32- Mutical instrument 5- Vociferous adherent 43-Prefix. Half
Without intentionally confusing
Sur.day will be: Worship at 10.45: gess; song. "Away in a Manger.'
Mrs. Millwee Pollard.
served at 6 30. with this committee wife. Lida iDouglas i Smith, two 33- Fathom (abbr.)
6- Begins
46-A card game
George Buchan is in Massachu Rev. C. Vaughn Overmans subject, primary department; recitations. education with religion. I believe that ]
7-Measures by stridesl48-Lace fabric
| in charge. Mrs Laura Starrett. Mrs daughters. Mrs Davis of this town, 35-Units
“
Good
Will
Toward
Men
"
There
Robert
Harkins;
Sandra
Colwell;
all
who
have
anything
to
do
with
setts where he will pass the winter.
Eleanor Barrett. Mrs. Inez Mathews and Mrs. Joseph Mellon of Taun
■
(Answer To Previous Puzzle 1
Mr. and Mrs. Clair Perry of Old will be special Christmas music Louise Boggs; Arlene Kennedy; , the training of children could, with
Mrs Elizabeth Munsey, and Mrs ton, two stepdaughters, and four
Town were at the Sanborn home At 7 o'clock a special program will Christmas Carols, school; exercise, patience and care, develop within
came to America when a young man
< Flora McKellar
The program grandchildren.
Burial was in and seen became naturalized, and
BI
| be given with tableaux pictures Marion Morse. Alice Morse and them something of the same sense
Wednesday.
1 committee is William H Robinson. Taunton.
@
Miss Edna Young is visiting rela- shown in a pageant. Customs of Beverly Weeks; recitation?. Philip which Christ revealed when He ex- ___
for 50 years was a loyal citizen of
E
gives in Framingham, Mass.
Christmas." The music and origin Lee Jr.. Con-tance Colwell: song, claimed with such magnificent un- |
orge
a er ana
his adopted country, and a staunch
□I
Supt. and Mrs. A. D. Gray are of many Christmas customs will be Ruth Burgess; recitations. Jac- derstanding. Father forgive them for
Republican.
*€ CUSHING
ubeeh
There are many handsome light
spending Christmas with relatives portrayed. Scenes will take place, quelyn Harkins. Ernest Fitzgerald: they know not what they do. And
After spending several years in
Miss Cora E. Fogerty has returned
luii^iLii-ii^EB
ir. Blue Hill.
in white settings. All decorations offering, violin solo. Laura Cream- that, when dying from the spear ed trees, and other decorations for
the \'’r t. he went to New York and
tlie
season
about
the
village.
home
from Friendship
IB BBS
Miss Dorothy Rowe of Framing- will be carried out in the spirit of er; song. Joanne Burns; recitations ’ thrusts of those He forgave!
in !£?’ - titered partnership in deco
CEEIT!
Post office windows will be closed
Mrs. Gertrude Jones of Stoneham
ham. Mass., and Paul Rowe of Au- the White Christmas. The last i Nicholas De Patsy. Evelyn GenI do not believe in the weak sister
rative ron work A strange coin
□BOB
burn are holiday guests of Mr. and scene will bring the entrance of thr.er. Edith Burgess; song. Ruth sort of kindness. I do however be- a" a>
ay'
e 0 y' °*"
in to’'11 called by the illness of cjdent
hls partner died in
3E0B
Mrs. Charles Rowe.
Santa Claus and the Church School Burgess and Louise Boggs Manger lleve in kindness as a teachable trait , 21 r’ * ... . °Pen
e ,usua lours her aunt Mrs. Inez Fogerty
New York, Dec. 3. and Mr. Lindahl
Miss Reta London of Hampden Christmas tree gifts will be given, scene with Priscilla Storer as Mary; of the human heart and the greatest There will be no rural delivery serv- I The meetings at the Broad Cove In Florida. Dec. II. On account of
ChristmasI force for individual and social good 1 ll 1.
,
Church, Rev W E. Lewis of a serious eye trouble, the result of a
is visiting two weeks with her sis- Everyone is invited to attend.
hymn, congregation,
on the earth today
| Youn* people of the Baptist Friendship, pastor, have been dister Mrs. Austin Miller
A telephone has been installed tree.
fall. Mr. Lindahl was obliged to re
A. D. Oray.
Church wU1 meel tonight christ" continued for the winter
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. Harold Parsons of ir the residence of Fred S Simmons.
tire from active association in the
Supt.
of
Schools
11145
E
'
c
'
at
Baptist
Parsonage.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Bedell
have
School News
Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Con- The number is 2-2.
company two years ago.
stepsons. Bert McNab of Chicago
Waldoboro. Dec 23
j leaving there at 7 30 to sing Christ- returned from Massachusetts and
nor and son. Richard are weekend
This Christmas program will be
StudenLs recently had the privi
He
v-a
member
and
for
many
and Walter McNab of Laurelton.
____________
mas carols to the elderly and the are occupying their house here
guests cf Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl, presented at the Methodist Church lege of having Chester Soucek. "For
I shut in.
Mrs Walter McNab and Mrs. Jean j- ears ' deacon of
Congrega- N Y.; three stepdaughters. Mrs.
mer World's Amateur Champion *CTENANT S HARBORS
A Christmas tree will be aa feationa! Chrrch in the Bronx. N. Y Eleapof Barker of Toronto, Mrs.
_____
Schmidt of Laurelton. N Y., were
Typist give a demonstration of how
The Christmas sermon Sunday ture Wednesday afternoon at the ,n
to attend tJw. funpral 0, Mr. tlnc'-ihl possessed a rare per- Jean Schmidt of New York. Mrs.
to use the typewriter to its best ad
sonality; kind and friendly to all. Rose Wales of Cushing; six grand
vantage. Mr. Soucek won first prize morning wil be entitled "Behold I E A Starrett' Auxiliary. s U.V.. ' Gustaf t. Lindahl. Mrs. Lindahl he endeared himself to those with children; a brother. Carl Lindahl;
and members will take inexpensive returned Monday to Sarasota. Fla
of accuracy for 1938. His official rec-1 Bring Oood Tidings." Music will
ime in contact. Being and a nephew and niece in Sweden,
presents for it. Mrs Clara Lermond
The Broad Cove school closed whom :
“DAWN PATROL”
erd is 134 net five-stroke words a
(urniShed by the combined has charge
Friday for the Christmas vacation endow with many fine traits of A great pleasure came into his life
j minute for one hour.
, .
, .
he enjoyed the respect in 1936 when, with Mrs. Lindahl,
j choirs singing "The
Christmas
Mr. and Mrs Leland Cargill, and wjth a tree as usual. It also marked chars'-'.
The ce.nor.. .ra.ion aas
on
gong" and a special Christ- Mr- and Mrs Aame Lipponen are the closing of the services as teach- and s ?• in which they won for him. he visited his relatives in his native
an Underwood machine with a hard
, ln Thetford. Vt. where the men '
F'*
married to Mrs Eleanor land.
er of Llewellyn Oliver after a period
cylinder, which enabled the students nlas number
Mrs Evelvn Anhave employment on dairy farms of six and one-half years in th;? 9'c*’"b who had five children an!
Services were held at the resi
to hear each key strike distinctly and drews with Mrs. Mabel Wilson at
Dr Arthur Grose returned Wed- school. Mr. Oliver was well -■»- ts • h?m he gave every care and at- dence of Mr and Mrs. C. H. Wales,
the
organ.
A
new
order
of
servwith perfect rhythm
membered with gifts ard best tention that an own devoted father Rev. W. E. Lewis of Friendship olI ice will be introduced as presented
Some of the exercises he gave and
wishes are extended for his future could bestow He was married to ficiating Among the profusion of
MICKIE SAYS—
in the greetings sent out by the
I the speed per minute were: A warmhis first wife for 35 years. After lovely flowers sent by relatives and
welfare.
pastor, which all are asked to take
: mg up exercise. 30 seconds at 40 net
her death he was united in marriage friends, was a beautiful wTeath
The
"Aunt
Carrie
Memorial"
to church Christmas morning. The
TH' NICEST CUSTOM "TWATS
> words, one minute from an unfaChristmas tree for the children to Mrs. Dorothy Schmid. April 6. from the management and friends
Bible School will meet immediately
GOING IS "TWAT OP SEU0IMG
i miLar copy at 130 net words, one following the morning worship
was
held Monday afternoon at the 1035 He then sold his house in of Brooks Court. Sarasota. Fla., and
TH’ HOME NEWSPAPER TO
minute at 134 net words, one minute
home of Miss Mina Woodcock The !Ncw Yorlc and moved 10 th*-s ,nwn a sPray from ’he Cushing Ladies'
Christmas
Night
the
beautiful
A
FRIEND
FOR
A
NEAR*
I at 128 net words while carrying on a
Aid Burial was in Norton cemeQUITE A FEW OF OUR
tree was well filled with gifts. Mis« where he was very happy.
I conversation, and 30 seconds on a Christmas pageant entitled "The
Having been in ill health for some tery in accordance with his ex
READERS DO THAT, AND
Barbara Fale« assisted. This tree
Seeking Wise Man" will be present
MORE WILL, NOW -WAT I
familiar sentence memorized at 228
has been a yearly feature for 201time and thinkin8 the sunshine of pressed wish. The bearers were
ed by a capable group of the young
HAVE OFFERED THE
; words per minute. Another demonyears. sponsored by William and Florida might benefit him. he and Fred L. Killeran. Irving Fales. N
SUGGCSTIOU
II tration portrayed was the improper people at 7 o'clock, under the di
Edward Kuhnle of New York in Mrs Lindahl went there i» October W Fogerty and Frank A Crute.
rection of Mrs. Harlan Bragdon.
to spend the winter, but he was 1 Seldom does a stranger come into
! attitude and posture some students
memory of their mother.
A'l are invited to enjoy this con
, take in using the typewriter, thus
taken ill and after a week died at a community who. in so short a
clusion to a Happy Christmas. The
j wasting valuable time
the Medical Center Hospital in time, is beloved by everyone and
prayer meeting Wednesday will be
Venice. Fla.
| whose death causes such universal
Mr Soucek stated that if pupils
conducted by Miss Elsie Johnson
He
is
survived
by
his
wife;
two'sorrow.
concentrated,
and
practiced
the
fun

Fortunes of war—(left to right) Errol Flynn. David Niven and Morton
who for the past two years has
Lawry, as members of the Royal Flying Corps in a scene from “The Dawn damentals diligently, success was studied at the Providence Bible
Patrol."—adv.
within the reach of them all.
Institute.
President Theodore Hall and vice
president Thomas Bragg of MedoIt is a tale of the heroism and adequately trained members of the
mak Chapter of the Future Farmers
tragedy that were the daily por- squadron as they were forced to
cf America, were guests of Crescent
tion of the brave young knights J witness and even abet this awful
Chapter of Monmouth Academy at
of the air who engaged in aerial cacfifice of the flower of Britain's
a recent parents' and sons' banquet.
combat over the western front dur- youth.
At a recent Stamp Club meeting
Ail that, dash and elan which
ing the early days of the World
all were present with the exception
are associated with Errol Flynn are
War.
of eight members, three of whom
Specifically, it Is the story of one' required in the many scenes de
were rehearsing for the one-act
squadron of the British Royal Flv- picting the thrilling aerial dogplays The meeting was informal
ing Corps during several fateful [fights and bombing raids in which
and time was spent trading stamps.
months of 1915—the story of an he and his comrades take part. But
The basketball schedule is:
endless stream of gallant but un- he is also given an opportunity i.o I
Jan. 5—Union at Union.
trained youngsters who reported display hitherto unrevealed gifts
Jan. 13—Erskine Academy at Wal
blithely to squadron headquarters for emotional acting in scenes which
doboro.
and then sallied forth unflinchingly I are tremendously moving because of
Jan. 20—Winthrop at Waldoboro.
to almost certain doom; and it is their powerful undercurrent of reJan. 27—Erskine Academy at
the story of the soul-searing tor- strained yet strong, virile, honest,
South China.
ture suffered by the few older and masculine emotion.
Feb. 7—Rockport at Waldoboro.
Feb. 10—Boothbay Harbor at
Bcothbay Harbor.
Feb. 14—Rockport at Rockport.
Feb 17—Boothbay Harbor at Wal
NEVER LESS THAN
doboro.
Feb 24—Winthrop at Winthrop.
Games pending:
Boys'—Wiscasset and Appleton.
Rockland Loan and Building Association has
Girls'—Wiscasset. Appleton. Rock
just made
land and Cony.
SEMI ANNUAL DIVIDEND
Members of all Parent-Teacher
NUMBER ONE HUNDRED THREE
Associations are requested to keep
in mind the date Jan 6. at 8 o'clock,
It was at the rate of FOUR PERCENT PER
I at the new High School building,
ANNUM and it amounted to
j Because of the general interest in
$11,800.00
I the topic and the type of program to
be given, the invitation is extended
Commence now to make MONTHLY PAYMENTS of any
to members and o'her citizens of the
amount up to $40.00 and be in line for DIVIDEND NUMBER ONE
surrounding towns.
Dr. George
HUNDRED FOUR next April.
Coombs, head of the State Health
We have SEVERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS to loan each month
Department, will provide the pro
on HOMES IN THIS VICINITY
gram, which will include a topic of
important interest to all. Talking
moving pictures will be used.
145Stf
All parents and others who have Preston Foster. Charles Bickford, Dorothy Arnold and waterfront thugs
In ‘‘The Storm.”—adv,
custody of children are urged to use

WALDOBORO

KNOW THIS GENTLEMAN?

AT STRAND SUN.-MON.-TUES.

FOUR PERCENT PER ANNUM

Rockland Loan & Budding Association

WARREN
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Every-Other-Day

Page Five

MacDonall; Away in a Manger,
Paula Gray and Ethelyn Johnson;
] Merry Christmas, Edith Hall. Little
« « ft ft
Baby, Mary Ames; The Reason,
; Ada Dyer; Christmas Atmosphere,
MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
AND THE
Cynthia Tupper; A real Santa. Gor
Correspondent
don Burgess; Richard's Letter,
Plum Pudding.
The Christian Endeavor enjoyed Richard Dyer;
a Christmas party in Union Church Evelyn Phillip; After Christmas.
nn
vestry Monday. Indoor baseball Edith Conway; Santa's Conduct,
tennis and various games were en Monica Swears.
joyed as well as a Christmas tree
Santa's Defender. Sidney Fried
Junior Epworth League held a man; Christmas Stockings. Ken
Agriculture
( North Edgecomb—chairman. Mrs., So, stop and think how you spend
birthday party Sunday afternoon neth Polk and Lamont Allen; Long
"Land Use" meetings are now Mary Jane Webb; secretary, Mrs. your money and what you are get
for Jesus and a candlelight vesper I Ago, Sadie Gustavson Morse's Let- being Held and survey of land being Metta Anderson; clothing, Mrs. ting out of it. Are you putting it on
service in Union Church. Prayer ! ter to Santa, Harold Chilles; Merry made. The following men have Nellie Clifford; foods. Mrs. Gertruds your back, eating it up, burning it
up on the road or hoarding it like j
meeting will be held in the vestry [Christmas. Richard Johnson; What represented their towns; Boothbay Bergquist: home management. Mrs. Silas Marner? One extreme is as j
—Walter Butler. A. B. IReed. Roy Rena Dodge; librarian, Mrs. Rose
Tuesday night at 7 o’clock.
| Can I Give Him , Dorothy Johnson. Hardwick; Dresden—Wilmot Trus- Moore.
bad as another.
—Edna M. Cobb, home manage
Edgecomb — chairman,
Mrs.
Neil Smith ls home from C.C.C. Richard Dyer, Priscilla White, John sell. Harlan Everson Joe Houdlette,
ment
leader, Orono.
Alden
Stilphen.
Frank
McCobb.
Gwendolyn
Dunton;
secretary.
Mrs.
Morton.
Lois
Marie
Cook.
Closing
camp in Camden to pass the holi
• • * •
Edgecomb—W. E Brown. W. W. Marion Smith; clothing. Mrs. Mary
COMPRESSED AIR keeps the river away.
EAST RIVER GEYSER formed by escaping air from the
days with his brother James Smith. piece. Victor' Gustavson, in charge Cochran. Joseph Welch, Franklin Dunton; foods. Mrs. Beulah Lam- i
4-H Club Notes
Increases in pressure cut down the amount
tunnel 70 feet below is the only surface indication of the
of
the
concert
were
Mrs.
Kenneth
Sherman- Nobleboro — Bertram son and Mrs. Veulah Reed; home > The Hatchet Mountain 4-H boys
Mary Holbrook a student of Ma
of time men are permitted to work. Two 45sandhogs at work under the river bed.
minute shifts a day will be tops when maxichias Normal School is passing the Cook, Mrs P. A White and Edith Ricker. Robert Chapman. Irving management, Mrs. Grace Brown, a«e planning to keep busy at their
club meetings this fall according to
Oliver. Joe Chapman; Rockland— and librarian. Mrs. Sadie Lewis.
[1 mum preaaurea are reached.
holiday recess with her father, Her ' Nickerson.
Boothbay—chairman. Mrs. Walter the report of their meeting Dec. 14
Fied Fernald E. R. Veazie. John
’ The auditorium and annex were Gardner. Philip Seekins; Waldoboro Butler; secretary. Miss Ar'.otte which states that soap carving, wood
man Holbrook.
Mr and Mrs. W,. Adelpert Smith | filled over 500 persons attending. —Albert Elwell. E A Walter. C. N Giles; clothing. Mrs. Elsie S’.over, carving, and making bows and
Mrs. Sadie Crooker. and Miss Ar- arrows are to be some of their acti
and daughter Natrialle of Augusta The arrival of Santa Claus cau ed Light. Richard Garry; and White-[ lotte Giles; foods. Mrs. Edith Lewis vities. Mrs. Bessie Hardy is leader
field—George Hausen. Fred Law. W
much
enthusiasm
among
the
little
arrived F.iday for the holiday.
and Mrs. Mary Pinltham; home of this club.
C. Boynton, Clinton Jewett.
• • • •
management, Mrs. Mellie Goodale
They are guests of Mr. and Mrs. folks as he distributed gifts to them.
• • • •
Bertram Ricker of North Noble- and Mrs. Jennie Stover; librarian,' The Jolly Islanders of North
Oscar C. Lane.
COFFEE FOR
To the people of this community bero believes in having contented Miss Arlotte Giles; 4-H club. Mrs. Haven, in spite of the rain, had a
The Antique Club met Monday at
well-attended meeting. Monday.!
STIM ULATION
i a Merry Christmas and a Hapoy cows. He has installed a radio in Mellie Goodale.
after the shift is
the home of Mrs. Elodie Hassen.
In Edgecomb and North Edge Dec. 12. at the home of their new
] and Prosperous New Ye^p is the his barn and gives his cows the comb
over. State law
both the morning and after club leader Hugh Parsons. The
latest music while he milks.
The Union Churbh' Circle was
• • • •
provides that the
earnest wish of the Vinal Haven
noon meeting started promptly on club agent Lucinda Rich, was pres-1
largely attended t^trjsday night
contractor must
ent to explain the project require-,
R N Atherton, marketing spe time.
Steamboat Co.—adv.
* * • *
provide coffee free
Housekeepers were Minnie Chilles.
ments and record sheets and to help
cialist, will be in the district Dec. 30
HONOR FOR THE SANDof charge when
Save Something, However Small
plan the year’s program. There | HOG—Model of a statue
to hold a meeting in Dresden on
Grace Lawry, Clyde Macintosh and
NORTH HAVEN >< marketing of farm crops. He will Benjamin Franklin said: “Money were twelve members present. Mc honoring the daring craft
men return from
Sadie Newbert.
the compression
also discuss cold storage lockers and makes money. And the money that Intosh apples and candy were [ is shown by sculptor Leo
locks.
Lions Club members each having
Eleanor Brown is spending the will use a moving picture film on money makes makes more money." served by the leader.
Lentelli to Queens Midtown Tunnel Commission
• • • •
er, Wm. H. Friedman.
a boy for a guest met Thursday j holiday recess with her parents, Mr. that subject. The meeting is sche Franklin left $5 000 to the city of,
The Fox Islanders 4-H club and
duled for 7:30 p. m.. in the Masonic Boston in 1791 to accumulate innight in Union Church parlor and Mrs. Jesse Brown.
j lerest for 100 years. In 1881 it was The Winners club, both of Vinal Working Time Will Be Cut as for the men is steadily reduced. whenever the men come off shlfL
hall at Dresden Mills.
Tables were decorated with minia- ! Oeorge L Quinn was in town for
• • • •
worth over $400,000. One hundred Haven held a Joint meeting recent Dangerous Tube lob Reaches By the time maximum pressure of Coffee provides the stimulant nec
ture Christmas trees lighted candles' a short stay recently.
On Dec 27. a meeting will be held , thousand dollars of that was to be ly at the Union church where Miss
43 pounds per square inch is reach essary to offset the let-down on re
Most Difficult Phase
a* the North Nobleboro community allowed to accumulate for another Esther Dunham, home demonstra-1
and favors. Songs were sung with
ed, sandhogs who spend six hours turning from the oxygen laden head
Merle Mills made an excursion hall on land use The meeting is hundred years. In 1991 it will be tion agent, demonstrated attractive1
the little fellows joining in. D. H.
underground under lower pressures ings to normal atmospheric condi
trip to Rockland Friday in his mo scheduled for 10:00 a. m, and the worth about five million dollars
ways of wrapping Christmas pack- j
NEW YORK—Working schedules will be working only two 45-mlnute tions. A common sight In tbe "hogDaggett was pianist. Each boy re
Sometimes individuals or families ages. The club agent. Lucinda for 2,000 sandhogs on the new $58.tor boat with a passenger list of 21. farming situation in Jefferson will
ceived a fine gift from the Lion
, say. “I have so little.” “Is it worth Rich, was present.
Mrs. Cora 000,000 P. W. A. financed Queens shifts a day. Wages, however, rise house,” or barracks, is a knot of
be discussed.
Milton Beverage who is attending
mud - spattered sandhogs gulping
• • • a
while saving such a small amount Peterson leads the Fox Islanders Midtown Tunnel are being progress with each increase in pressure.
member whose guest he was.
down hot black coffee.
law school in Boston is home with
A meeting was held this week as our income will allow.'' Benja club which has eleven members ively cut as the project, one of the
Sandhogs Protected by Law
There will be a dance in Memorial
In addition, showers and lockers
his parents for the holiday vaca in Rockland to arrange an agricul min Franklin would have said, Mrs. Kenneth Cock leads The Win
most dangerous underwater jobs
hall Monday night.
Muic by
One of the most dangerous of must be provided, and physicians
ners with twelve members.
tural conservation budget for 1939. i “yes." no matter how small it is.
tion.
• • • •
ever constructed, reaches its criti callings, the sandhog’s profession are on duty In a specially equipped
He probably would have added,
Arey's orchestra.
Wallace Spear, chairman of the
Cynthia Amesbury of Boston is Lincoln county ass'n. and Lester “You must, however, save systemls ringed about with numerous laws hospital 24 hours a day A careful
The Ambitious Maids of Union cal stage of developmenL
Principal Theodore Nutting en
The twin bores, from the Man and safeguards. Among other haz Individual check is made of each
i atlcally, regularly, and consis re-organized Dec. 17 when they met
tertained the girls of the senior guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Shibles, chairman of Knox county, tently." For it is compound in at the home of their leader. Mrs.
hattan side and from the Queens ards, he ts subject to the occupa man's passage through the com
were present to arrange this budget
Leigh Witherspoon.
class at his home Thursday night.
with A. K. Gardner and Lyle Davis terest that makes the small sum I Loretta Rich. Edith Howard was shore, have now been pushed out tional disease known as "bends,” pression chamber that acclimatizes
• • • •
The Pythian Sisters will have a of the Orono office.
i accumulate. Ten dollars a month ; re-elected president for 1939; vice under tbe bed of the East River, against which elaborate precau him to changes of pressure
• • • •
i Christmas tree Wednesday night
Union Church Notes
lot 33 cents a. day for forty years president. Pauline King; secretary requiring constant increases ln the tions have been taken.
In spite ot shortened shifts, the
' with interest at 3 per cent com i Phyllis Lucas; ass t, secretary, air pressures used to keep water
With The Homes
Sunday school will meet Sunday Each member is entitled to invite
For example, state law requires tunnel is progressing according to
Norma
Howard;
treasurer.
Norma
pounded
semi-annually
makes
At
planning
meetings
held
last
at 10 a. m. also the Men's Bible one guest.
McEd wards; color bearer. Iva out of the excavation. As the pres contractors to supply, free of charge, schedule, and is expected to be op
week the following officers and pro $3,242.
Roger Raymond is at home for ject leaders were elected:
class. Morning worship service at
Of cour'e. you should not save at Howard; and cheer leader, Jean sure rises, the safe working time quantities of steaming hot coffee ened to vehicular traffic late in 1940.
Vinal Haven — chairman. Mrs. the expense of the well being of the | Lucas. The club agent, Lucinda
11 a. m. Rev. Kenneth Cook, pas the holiday vacation. He is at
Beulah Drew;
secretary. Mrs. family. That comes first, but if j Rich, was present to help plan the
tor will speak on “The Meaning and tending Northeastern University.
Chapman. For last year Santa paid
Frances
Gilchrest;
clothing, Mrs there ts anything at all above the program of work for the year. A
Spirit of Christmas." Anthem bv
Children who have not been ab
this little five-year-old starlet a
Louise Calderwood; foods. Mrs. bare necessities of life, savings will ' Christmas tree and party at the
the choir. “Come and Adore Him” sent or tardy from the primary Helen Haskell, home management, get its fair proportion of the in home of Phyllis and Jean Lucas
very brief visit. Her mother was In
Ruth Brown, soloist will sing “O School (Frances Elliot teacher) Mrs. Marion Headley; and 4-H come provided there Is a well will be a feature of the next
the hospital and her dad was out
meeting.
balanced plan of spending.
are: Theodore Beverage. Wilbur clubs Mrs. Marguerite Cook.
Holy Night.''
of work. This year she will get the
The dramatic cantata “Good Will Baird. Corinne Mills, and Stanley
biggest doll in town.
By Chuck Cochard
I and making them dig up some cash i
to Men ' will be presented Sunday Waterman A Christmas program
«€ST. GEORGES
And last but not least your Holly
from their cache.
ir. Union Church at 7 p. m. In was presented Friday and many
wood correspondent, who will probWiley's Corner School Notes
Hollywood—In all the world there City." and the date of her return ibly be typing special holiday greet
Ganders
the cast are David Duncan. Dorothy were present to enjoy it.
is
no Christmas like a Christmas depended entirely upon completion, ings to you, you, and even you.
Does
Strange
Things
With
School
closed
Dec.
21
after
15
Cobb.
Carolyn
Dyer,
Robert
Special Christmas services will be
94 1C7 89—290
"Goose" Arey
in Hollywood, the heme of those date of the picture, which still is Until next week we wish you a
weeks'
term.
These
pupils
were
Strachan. Eugene Burgess, Albert held Sunday at the Baptist Church.
68
.......
90
86
—
238
Tenpins In Skipper-Gan Littlefield
glamor boys and girls.
before the cameras. If she does, Merry Christmas and a Prosperous
Carver. Virginia White. Curtis Web The subject of the pastor's, sermon
......... 81 91 86—258 neither absent nor tardy: Elosia
Grimes
der Match
The merchants on Hollywood I Flynn, lik*’ Cagney, will probably New Yeark.
1
Kinney.
Dagmar
Peterson,
Thomas
ster. Richard Williams and Arthur will be "Christmas Cheer.’’ Morn
Shields .... ........ 110 107 92—309
Boulevard have taken the play away spend Christmas at sea on his boat,
Nelson. The choir will sing.
ing worship at 11 o'clock Sunday
.......„ 91 84 96—271 Baum Absent one-half day: ErThe Ganders sprang a new one Sanborn
dine Hocking. Mildred Ervin. Syl- frem the film actors and the stu-l the Sirocco.
Sunday School held a Christmas 8chool will be omitted. The eve
?* CLARKJSLAND
and a good one on the tight-fisted
Absent one day: dlos this year as far as Santa Claus j The Lane Sisters. Rosemary. Pris
concert and tree at the church Fri- ning exercises under the auspices
466 457 443 1366 vanus Polkey.
Carl Olsen, Nathan Fuller. Valmore is concerned. The street is 'enamed cilla, and Lola, all under contract The Primary School closed Friday
cay night. Santa Claus distributed of the Sunday School will be held Skippers when they began scaring
Skippers
"Santa Claus Lane."
Outdoing to Warner Bros., will Join their for the Christmas vacation with
Hilt. Alice Kinney
candy after this program. Joy To at 7 o'clock tonight. There will be (he pins over at their weekly slug
100 85 76—261
Lyford
........
themselves
with
their
annual
plan mother at her Encino home and Mrs. Esther Simmons teacher. A
The World, sung by the congrega a pageant entitled “Holy Night’’ at fest at the Cascade Alleys Monday
During the term Miss Abbie Buck
♦Hall ......... ......... 63 74 79—216 j from the State Department of ning for a tree-lined noon- [ enjoy the holiday with the two other ,
tion; Invocation, Rev. Kenneth 7 o'clock Sunday.
Christmas tree and party were en
night. Young Vic Shields who has Peterson
. 100 85 76—261
lighted Christmas shopping lar.e,, members of their all-girl family, Le- j joyed. Ice cream, candy, fruit, pop
Cook; hymns. "It Came upon the
Health
awarded
seven-point
pins
been hitting the thin timbers with Dyer .......... .......... 89 ice 109—3C4
they have dug Jeep in their respec ota and Martha, both of whom are corn and peanuts were served.
Midnight Clear., and “Hark the
To the people of this community
and certificates to six pupils.
85—260
tive cash tills to provide gentle in the cast. If this reunion takes, Pupils neither absent nor tardy
Herald Angels Sing." congregation. a Merry Christmas and a Happy lusty wallops lately started the Drew ........ ........- 85 90
Pupils and teacher were pleased
Saint Nick with a $20,000 motorized place, the Lane household will be a during the 15 week term: Marilyn
The program was given as from and Prosperous New Year is the ghosts to walking when he made a
437, 440 425 1302 to have visits during Educational sleigh with built-in- snow-storm. gay spot.
XMAS, broadcasting station, an earnest wish of the Vinal Haven spare that could only be explained
Baum, Alice Carlson. Edna Po’.ky.
week from: Mrs. Seymour Fuller,
• Not “Sweet Sixteen."
In this amazing contraption, the j The Pat O'Briens' Christmas, like Robert Polky; absent only ore haif
nouncer. Rev. Kenneth Cook, pas Steamboat Co.—adv.
by the fact that the last pin to
Mrs. Owen Chaples. Mrs. Etta Hall.
concentrated essence of every circus that at the Edward G. Robinson i day, Cecilia Magnuson Ernest
tor; A Welcome. James Bragdon;
fall had been scared so badly it
Mrs. Myrtle Ray, Mrs. T. Hall. Mrs
parade there ever was. he'll meke home, will be by. of any for the little Swanson; absent only one day,
.PORT CLYDE <
Christmas Greetings. Annette Bur
fell over, for everybody in the alley
Albert Smalley, Mrs Gladys Hock
his nightly trips up the crowded j folks, with the chances almost per Ralph Richardson and Oeorge Den
gess; Christmas Shopping. Ann
swore that nothing hit it or came
ing. Mrs. Mariann Skoglund. Mrs
KITCHEN AIDS
thoroughfare, so long as there is a j fect that both Pat and Eddie, re nison.
Worship will be held Sunday at 2
Rcbinson; What Christmas Means,
near hitting it.
j Sigurd Olsen, Mrs. Thurs Jacobson,
o'clock in the Baptist chapel. "The ( Mrs. Emma Kinney, Mrs. Madeline nickle left ln a shopper’s pocket on | spectively will don white beards, a
------------- By Janet Houston
Dorothy Johnson; Welcome, Gordon
And then Der Captain Grimes re
pillow and a red Santa suit, to pass
Greatest Love Gift" will be the pas
the night of December 24.
Davis; Yuletide. Priscilla Carlson;
ceived the aid of the spirits when
' Baum and Mrs. Walter Polkey.
Iff MARTINSVILLE
tor's subject. At 3 the children
At that hour, his ordeal over, an the gifts around.
Chrl'tmas songs. Paula Gray; A
a dead wood that apparently was
At
Thanksgiving
an
entertainClaude Rains, now in Warner's "The Greatest Love Gift" will be
exhausted Santa probably will
will gather in the Sunday School
Better Way. Marion Woodcock,
stone dead came to life and rolled
to worship the Saviour. The Chris i ment was given, from which $1294 drag himself to the nearest home of "Juarez." is making every possible the subject of the Christmas mes
Christmas Star. Priscilla Polk. “I'd
gently up to a standing pin with
tian Endeavor service will be at 6 was netted. With this money the a film star. There he’ll find peace, | effort to complMe hts part, return sage in the Baptist Church on the
like to be a little gift." Connie
sufficient force to knock it over and
o'clock with Mrs. Stuart leading. school bought a bell, soap and dis quiet, and the true spirit of Christ to their Pennsylvania farm with Ridge Christmas morning at 10.30.
Phillips.
give Der Captain the credit for
There will be a service of Christmas penser. a stapler, window ventilator mas time, for that is the sort of day Mrs Rains and their infant girl.
Songs of Christmas, Sadie GusStudy of the Christmas story will
another spare.
songs and message at 7 p. m. Sun and paper towels.
most everyone having to do with j While others like The Bing Cros- be held in Bible School at 11.30.
tason. Ada Dyer. Connie Phillips;
But no matter what alibi the
A
Christmas
party
was
enjoyed
at
bys. the A1 Jolsons. the Gene Ray There will be an enjoyable hour of
day. The topic of tlie message will
the screen is planning.
A Christmas Spirit. Ethelyn John
Skippers may produce, it just was
be "Christmas with Christ Left the close of school, after which gifts
monds. will have an elaborate holi Christmas songs and message in the
Bette
Davis,
just
finishing
a
diffi,
sen; Oh, Dear. Muriel Oakes; A
not in the cards for them to win,
Out." A prayer meeting will be were distributed from a well-laden cult role in ’Dark Victory" and day at home and attend the open Baptist chapel at Port Clyde at 7
Dolly, Norma Whittington; piano
and now the Ganders are one up in
held at the Church Thursday at 7. tree. Pupils invited to their party: stepping into a more difficult one ing of the nearby racetrack—Santa p. m. Wednesday will be Prayer
solo, Silent Night, Lois Cook; My
the games and reaching for more.
Helen Hilt. Francis Mills. Kendall as the Empress Carlotta in "Juarez" j Anita.
Christmas Wish. Sadie Gustavson;
meeting night.
The Skipmen thought they were
Hawkins. Donald Hawkins. Jane with Paul Muni, will spend the day.j Happiest Christmas of all in
Christmas Secrets, Priscilla Whit
headed for a long streak of wins
Smalley. Clara Peterson. Jean Kin very quietly, with her mother, sister, Hollywood, and no perhaps about it.
tington; Writing to Santa. Lorraine
READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE
but as Gene Haill put it, they had
ney. Corinne Kinney, Mae Fuller, and brother-in-law. probably at the will be in the home of little Janet
ADS
To the people of this -emmuaify
better play along and keep the
Alice Moon and Edith Chaples.
sister's
(Mrs.
Barbara
Pelgrim's
a
Merry
Christmas
and
a
Happy
HY
not
give
the
keeper
of
the
W
thing even “You see", says Gene,
kitchen a break by placing in
Vinal Haven & Rockland
and Prosperous New Year is the
Do you know the English lan hornet.
her capable hands a time reminder "if we should put on all the speed earnest wish of the Vinal Haven
It will be a day of complete rest
guage? Do you know that a man
Steamboat Company
dock—the bell ringer for cooking cf which we are capable, the poor
and
study at the Palos Verdes home
"bested"
is
a
man
“
worsted.
”
Steamboat
Co
—
adv.
periods?
Many
of
the
finer
gas
fellows would undoubtedly get dis
ROCKLAND
of the Paul Muni's also. He. like
ranges now have such a clock as couraged and quit, and then who
standard equipment; on others it is
Bette. Director William Dieterle and
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
an extra well worth the investment. would we have to bowl against? I
others in “Juarez." plans no holiday j
favor
letting
them
have
a
game
Whoever
cooks
will
find
many
uses
Read Down
' Read Up
“T1IE CANAL”
trip. Just a good dinner, homc.j
for it to time foods from a three- new and then so as to keep their
A. M.
i v
P. M.
minute
egg
to
roasting
and
baking,
530 Lv. Swan's Island/ Ar. 6.00
i fireside, and the interchange cf
courage
up,
and
then
when
the
up to sixty minutes; and it comes
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
gifts within the family.
in equally as handy when timing a thing tightens up we can show our
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
Olivia de Haviland, on the other
refrigerator
dessert.
Simple
to
oper

class." But some of the Gander
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven.
Ar. 2.45
ate, it is also smart in line and color, men come right back and say that
hand will leave the city. She will
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
available in black or ivory with
go to Saratoga, California, her home
12?-tf
Gene is just drawing a red herring
bright red trim.
town, there to have a real family
.
across
the
alley
to
distract
atten

tree and dinner with all the cldtion from his low score of this game.
fashioned trimmings: It's a big
FLORIDA
Eut Gene counters with the state
day in the de Haviland household,
ment that said low score was due
and a merry one
entirely to lumbago which ls es
Humphrey Bogart and his bridp.
pecially hard on seafaring men.
Mayo Methot, will spend their first
"Doc" Lyford who was subbing
Christmas together in their hem;-,
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
for "Skip" Arey. who in turn was
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
having a few friends in for dinner,
! subbing for Santa Claus started off
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
a quiet observamce afterward.
1 like a scared rabbit but he kept
James Cagney, just completing
[ going down hill so fast that he fin
his role in "Oklahoma Kid,” lias not
ished
back
with
the
also
rans.
June to
Booklet
yet completed his plans for tlie
Shields and Dyer had a hot little
October
on
holiday break. If the weather is
feud, which Shields won by topping
Hotel
fine he will go for a cruise, prob
Application
Les five pins but 'ol timer Dyer
Maselyn
ably to Catalina Island, in his boat.
put up a good scrap and held the
Corner Second Street
If it turns cold there is snow in
young 'un off very well.
Stamford
and First Avenue
II. H. Maae
the mountains, he will go to his
With Goose Arey putting more
Del. Co.
cabin near Arrowbcar in the San
Manager
Moderate Rates
faith
ln
a
diet
of
hard
tack
and
N. Y.
Bernardino mountains.
hard work than in a big feed, and
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
These pictures of the new 1939 De Soto clearly show the smi
Errol Flynn’s plans for the day
Der Captain Grimes back in the
flowing contours of the car’s new streamline styling, which sweeps t
The Panama Canal, greatest engineering achievement ol the
depend
on
whether
or
not
Mrs
fold after wandering so far afield twentieth century, Is the cross-road of the western world. Ships of all
in one unbroken line from the gleaming, thromium radiator grille to
the Ganders are determined to put nations pecs through its locks on their way to the east and west coasts Flynn <Lili Dciraita) has relumed concealed luggage locker in the rear. Bigger, wider, longer and roor
those Skippers on a reef and scuttle of North and South America or to the great porta of Europe and the Far from hen trip to France by Christ than any previous model, this De Seto eliminates the old-fashlc
their ship. While the Skippers are East. At the eastern end of the Canal, at Cristobal, the Grace Line’s mas time.| She left Europe Just be trunk “bustle," providing at the same time 23 cubic feet of usable tr
fore he started hts role in "Dodge space, or 27 por cent more than the big trunk on the 1938 models
just as set on plucking the Ganders "Santa Lucia” docks to unload and pick up oarge,

VINAL HAVEN

With Extension agents

>nn
nn

Day’s Work on New York’s Newest Tunnel Set
At Ninety Minutes a Day for 2,000 Sandhogs

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

H-O-L-L-Y-W-O-O-D-’-S
R-A-D-I-0 R-O-U-N-D-E-R

The Cascade Ghost

New Model Car Features Streamline Styling

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

Every-Other-Day
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|n Eygrybody’s COlUInI1

I
will provide music. Dancing will be
SNOW BOWL OPENED
J Night Before Christmas”. ‘‘Ila Gasfrom 9 to 1 o'clock.
iper; "A Christmas Carol” Sally
**•
a
Advertisement! ln thle column not
With the surface of Hosmer’s
Albert Mazzie and a party of
Gilchrist, song “Now Is A Savior
to exceed three linee inserted once f<w
Pend
completely
frozen
to
a
depth
25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Adseven
from
North
Bergen,
N
J.,
Born" by Senior Girls; recitation
dltlonal lines five cents each for one
are
at
Harold
Corthell's
camp
on
GILBERT
HARMON
“
What
the
Mother
Goose
Children
of
from
five
to
six
inches
and
the
time
10 cents for three times. Blx
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
<• small words to a line
Hosmer's Pond during the holidays.
Correspondent
iWant For Christmas” Lorraine I toboggan chute lined up and
Correspondent
Harold Wilbur, who has recently
Butler; song sixth and seventh j ieyeued by volunteers, the Camden
«
A
ZX
Wills allowed: Edwin V. Shea, late sented by Lucy A. Clark, exx.; Robie
been a surgical patient in the Bos
grades "Carol of the Shepherds;” j outing Club is now opened night
Telephone 713
Tel. 190
ton City Hospital, is visiting his of South Thomaston, deceased. The S. Robbins, late of Appleton, de
recitation “Happy Christmas." Dale|and day for the season. The Lodge
*
Butler; song Jingle Bells to usher■ {.;oas^ and Skate House are heated Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bresnelnn parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wil First National Bank of Rockland ceased. first and final account pre
The C. and S. Club met at the Santa Claus into the party, after and llght refreshment furnished,
appointel executor; William A. sented by Frances R. Robbins,
bur.
watch found Wednesday. Ap
home of Mrs. Mertland Jackson which gifts from the tree were dis- During the last year a tremendous ! and icn. Jchn of Pittsfield. Mass.,
Miss Louise Nash is spending Kennedy, late of Rockland. de- admx.; Mabel Cabot Sedgwick, Jate plyWRTST
COURIER-GAZETTE.
154-156
Wednesday afternoon for a delight tributed among the children, each amOunt of work has been done at are guests of Mrs Bresnehan’s Christmas with her parents. Mr ceased Alice H. Kennedy of Rock of Boston, Mass., deceased, first and
DOG
lost;
male,
light
tan
pomerful Christmas party. Gifts from receiving also a bag of popcorn and j the snow Bowl to make it one of father. Daniel Dougherty, over the and Mrs. Harold Nash
land appointed exx.; Charles B. final account presented by Ellery i,man: reward Call MRS. T F. LAWSON. Copper Kettle, Tel. 405. 154-156
holidays.
the Christmas tree were distributed candy.
Brown, late of Rockland, deceased, Sedgwick, exr.; Orren P Hupper.
'the finest Winter Sports Areas in
TIRE (32x6) and rim last Monday
Miss Edith Arey went Friday to
and luncheon served by the hos
Clara A. Couhig (formerly Clara A. late of St, George, deceased, first bftween
397 Old County Rd. and
The dinner committee at the Bap-; New England. Due to the fine work
Gardner. Mass., where she will visit
Egan) of Rockland appointed exx.; J and final account presented by North Cushing Reward. F. A KIM
tess. Members present were Mrs.
tist Church Wednesday is Mrs of the W PA, a fine ski slope has
BALL. Tel 321-W
152-154
her brother. Dr. Harold C. Arey.
Raymond McLeod, Mrs. Vernon
Marie A. Ingraham, late of Thom- Roscoe H. Hupper, exr.; Roland J.
George Thorndike. Mrs. Dorothy been completed and it is so smooth
Camden Team A and Bath Iron asten. deceased. Donald C. Leach Hahn, late of Thomaston, deceased,
Aehorn. Mrs. Gleason Cogan. Mrs.
Libby, Mrs. Anne Condon and Mrs. j that only a few inches of snow are Miss Hazel Witherspoon, who is Works met in a close battle last
Albert Welch, Mrs. Frank Grant,
of Rockland appointed exr.; Hattie first and final account presented ♦
, necessary for its use. Parking areas employed at tlie Lahey Clinic in
May Dondon.
«
night at the “Y." the score ending in P. Piper, late of Rockport, deceased, j by Frances L. Hahn. admx.
Mrs. Benjamin Smalley and Mrs
Orne
enterlor
himdreds
of
cars
have
been
Bo
ston
spending
the
weekend
at
*
Mrs. Blanchard T
favor of Bath by one point. In tlie
Loring Orff.
Fred E. R. Piper of West Hartford, i Petitions for Probate of Will pretained at cards Thursday Mrs. Mac, completed and everyone is invited ' her home.
first quarter. Camden was ahead Conn., appointed admr, c.t.a.; Her-'sented for notice: Flora A. Berry, X ♦ » » ♦ »
Percy Stanley, son of Mr. and Reed and Mrs. Clara Payson oi tc drive up and inspect this fine The Friday Reading Club met
UNFURNISHED apt. to let on Talbot
12 to 9. In the second quarter
. heated. 2 bed rooms, large living
Mrs. Percy Stanley lias returned Rockland and Mrs. H. H. Newbert ;development.
with Mrs. Frank Blood this week 1 Cajnden scored 10 to Bath's 4. bert H. Plumer, late of Union,de- , late of Rockland, deceased, Levi W. Ave
room, kitchenette, and bath. Excellent
ceased,
Osinon
B
Plumer
of
Berry
of
Rockland,
named
exr.;
Closet'spare
Hardwood floors through
home, having undergone an opera
Luncheon was served folowed by a The third half was all Bath, the
of this town. Prizes were awarded j
Newly renovated Apply to C. F.
Gorham appointed admr. c.t.a.; , Harriet A. Thorndike, late of Rock- out
tion at Knox Hospital.
Christmas
program
SNOW.
130
Union
St.. Tel. 158. 142-tf
Mrs. Payson and Mrs. Newbert.
•€ WASHINGTON
j team scoring 18 points, and CamJeremiah N Farnham, late of land. deceased. Katherine
H
Mr.
and
Mrs
Arthur
Davis
and
The 4-H Club “ Cause We Like I The annual meeting of Star Circle
FIVE-room
tenement
to let. newly
-----l den 10. following up in the fourth
Rockland. deceased.
Maggie B. Haines, (formerly Katherine H. painted and papered; central location,
It" presented an enjoyable enter of Grace Chapter will be held at, The marriage of Maynard L Mr. and Mrs. George Hodson are ' quarter with four points more for , p
arnham
rent low for apartments and tene
of Rockland appointed Follett) of Rockland named exx.; ments to rent, call L A. THURSTON.
tainment at the Baptist vestry the home ot Miss Helen Studley Black of this town and Miss Delia passing the holiday season with Dr Bath and two for Camden. Dwight
Tel. 1159
154-156
Wednesday night
The program Monday night. It b requested that F chasp of Waldoboro took place and Mrs Eugene Davis in Ventnor. Lord wflR easl(y the stftr of thp exx.; Michael Hocking, late of St. Miriam N. Sellers,* late of South
FIVE-room apt. lights, toilet, cellar,
/MVAiinel llifVx n ■‘AMZlHrtfy CaKO" hv
U„
Olee,
M
George, deceased. Alfred C. Hock Thomaston, deceased, Aurelia S.
opened
with a "Greeting Song" By all bells be in on that date. A TVa.,
Dec. A144 -xat» 4the
home of Mrs. Clara
N. J.I
garage, storage space; reasonable, 7
contest playing a fine game. Brown
the club. A recitation "Christmas large attendance Is urged as there Overlook, the ceremony being per- A strong program of Christmas and McQuarrie were tlie outstand ing of St. Oeorge appointed exr.; Ripley of South Thomaston named ACHORN ST. Tel. Union 4-5. 153*155
James H. Simonton, late of Rock exx.; Jeruel M Hart, late of War
MODERN apartment of five rooms.
Welcome" by Doris Vinal was next, is important business to transact, j1formed by Mrs. Overlock. J P The music will be presented Sunday at ing players for the Iron Works.
If desired. Every convenience
port deceased. Adelaide R. F Prince ren. deceased. Alice M. Gordon of Furnished
followed by Hester Foster singing There will be refreshments and alsingle rine service was used. After the morning service at tlie Baptist
Healed.
A real home for the winter.
In a prelim game. Camden Team
Fire
place.
Garage and Janitor service.
of
Camden
appointed
exx
;
Harriet
Warren
named
exx.;
Gustaf
T.
"O Little Town of Bethlehem"; son. program.
the ceremony the young coupie , Church. Rev. W F Brown minister, B defeated the Bath Team B 35 to
Inquire THE MENS SHOP. Rockland.
"Ring Bells." Hester Poster. Chris
• » • •
went to Waldoboro where they will' The double quartet directed by Dr 29. Wally Heal and Lee the out- Hart Dunbar, late of North Kings Lindahl, late of Cushing, deceased. _________________ _________ 145-tf
town. R. I., deceased. Foreign Will Dorothy Lindahl of Cushing named
tine Hysom, Mary Sheffield. Evan
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
make their future home.
III the Churches
They Raymond Tibbetts, will be support- standing players
ments. 3 and 4 rooms, upstairs and
allowed,
no apointment made: Wil exx.
geline McLean. Gertrude Hanley St. Bernard's Catholic Church in were attended by Myron L. Turner ed by the young people's vested
down. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. city
Next Wednesday night Camden
and Doris Vinal: recitation. Sanu Rockland. Mass at 8 and 10.45 a. m. and Miss Stella M. Chase
I choir of 29 voices directed by Mrs Beys will play the Belfast Boys' liam M. Small, late of Rockland,
Petitions for Administration pre
FURNISHED apt. to let. heated. In
deceased. Rase Small of Rockland sented for notice: Estates. Maude
in an Auto Camp.” Roger Levan;
St. John's Church.
Christmas The Senior Class play which war W. F Brown. Brief sermon by the Club at the Camden Y.M C A.
quire 25 Lindsey St., TEI,. 693. 142-tf
,appointed exx.;
Mary Sophia A. Lufkin, late of Rockport, de
song. Christmas Symbols. Christine Eve at 1 p. m Matins of Christmas. presented at the Grange hall drew j pastor on : “The Event of the Ages."
HEATED, furnished apartment to let,
The lineups:
Hysom. Mary Sheffield. Gertrude Solemn Procession. Opening of Crib a record breaking crowd. 198 tickets Church School at 9.45 A play,
i Smart, late of Camden, deceased, ceased. William C Lufkin of Rock- two large front rooms and bath; lights
Hath Iron Works Team A
and use of telephone: SU week. FOSS
' " ’..... ” ''
" " Bedford. N. Y port named admr.; William H HOUSE, 77 Park St.. Tel. 330.
Hanley. Doris Vinal and Evangeline and Sung Eucharist; Christmas beln«
142-tf
at th,> door The Pla>
Christmas Story" by Rita
G
F. Pts.
appointed exr.
FURNISHED and unfurnished apts.
McLean. The one-act play "A Sunday at 9 a. m Holy Eucharist
i
Clark,
late
of
Camden,
deceased.
was a comedy drama was Benton, will be presented Sunday Brown, rf ....
7
17
3
to let. with arid without bath, 12 KNOX
Christmas Lesson.” consisting ol ar.d at 5 p. m SolemnEvensong. | "®un*>onne^ Janf
140-tf
Administration Howard E. Simpson of Waterville ST, Tel 156 W
Sycamore night. There will be 14 characters Cliainy. If ....
Petitions
for
0
0
°
four scenes was next presented, the After this service the Christmas tree i-nnc" and the plot centered around jin Biblical costume with colored
SMALL ’ furnished house to let at
McQuarie. If
5
0
1° granted: Estates. Mabel L Burgess, named admr.
Spruce Head near salt water; new
cast being Winfred Williams, Hes and party will be held in the parish Sunbonnet Sue (Lucille Nash) who lights. Tlie players will be assisted
2
garage. Ideal for year-around home;
Parks, c
1
5 late of North Haven, deceased. | Petition for License to Sell Real rent
reasonable CALL 793-W
106-tf
ter Poster. Virginia Foster. George hall. All are invited to attend Miss n.ade a derided hit by her imper- by the double quarter Everyone is
Skaling. rg .
0
0 Zenas C. Burgess of North Ha- I Estate presented for notice: Eslate
0
FURNISHED room to let. MRS. A.
Little Jr. Christine Hysom. Donald Alcada Hall will preside at tlie sonation of a tomboy ish young lady! welcome.
veil,
admr.;
Frances
F.
Burpee.
\
Freeman
J.
Perry,
late
of
Rockland,
Sarkis, lg ....
1
1
C. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave , Tel. STB.
3
Reilly and Winnifred MacFarland. organ and wiil be assisted by a whose Aunt Miranda (Lena John-1 There will be special Christmas
,
late of Rockland, deceased, Ada C. deceased, presented by Robert L.
Meister, rg
0
0
0
Eewteen scenes these numbers were special choir.
FOUR-room apartment to let, heated,
ston' was "never so mortified in 1 music at the Methodist Church
_ | 1Burpee of Rockland, admx.; Elsie i Dunbar, exr.
—
—
—
hot
water
furnished,
at 15 Summer St.
interspersed: Duet. "Silent Night."
144-tf
Baptist Church
Morning wor al’. my life" by her many pranks next Sunday morning. Worship at
34 Hendricks, late of Rockland, de- 1 Accounis presented for notice; Call MRS. FROST. 318-W
15
4
Hester and Virginia Foster; recita ship at 11. tlie subject "The Great Music was furnished by Overlook , 10.30 with sermon by tlie pastor.
FOUR room apartment to let, all
ceased. Josephine Blanche of Au- ' Elwell R. Moody, late of Warren,
Team A
modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and
tion.
"Christuiasy
Atmosphere." Miracle." Music will include the Orchestra for drama and dance subject "Christmas Without Christ "
ROCKLAND WATER CO . Tel. 634
G
F Pts. i
Christine Hysom; song "From the anthem Glory To God In Tlie *'hich followed Approximately $60 A F. Sherman, music director
144-tf
10 ‘ late of North Haven, deceased. presented by Austin J. Moody and
Vads worth. rf
4
. 3
Starry Heavens High" Mary and Highest" by Charles
Fonteyn was ,nade which will be used to de- Church school and Bible classes at Richards. If
Harold
H
Beverage
of
Riverhead.
Oeorge E. Moody both of Rock
4|
Betty Sheffield; recitation "Away Manney and a solo "O Voices of fray «‘xPe,'ses of the class.
1145. Classes for all ages. Happy neai |f
N. Y, admr.; Livingston A. Gray, land. exrs.; James E. Kelley, late of
0
I
in Judea" and song “Away in a the Sky ' (Mathews) by Miss MarEleven members of Evening Star Hour service at 7 with Christmas Gorham
2 late of Rockport, deceased. Alida M. Somerville. Mass., deceased, first . *
Manger." Winnifred MacFarland: garet, Simmons. Mi's Laura Me- GranSe went to East Palermo re- anthems and carols by choir.
*
Lord, rg
14 Merrifield of Rockport, admx.; and final account presented by | X song “It Came Upon A Midnight serve at the organ. At 4.30 p. m. cently to an all day meeting of 1 Charles A. Lundell will give an pays'on rg ............ 0
Alonzo
Cook,
late
of
Friendship,
deState
Street
Trust
Company,
exr.;
!
0
j e.
r
A
, „ ,,
, i ROLLER canaries for sale. Males $5
Clear" by cast and in conclusion the stereopticon lecture. "Christmas Slieepscot Lake Grange.
organ recital from 11 o 11 30 Christ- Pogg lg
4 ceased, Stuart C. Burgess of Rock- Cora F. Talbot, late of Rockland Nice singers, mrs fred owen. 95
the members sang the club song. in the Philippines” by Rev.' Mr
Schools closed Dec. 16 for two mas Eve at St. Thomas Church pre- Bennett lg
deceased, first account presented by Washington st.. Camden.______ 152*157
0 i land. admr.
This program was under the direc Perron. At this service the Junior
vacation. Mr Smith of the ceding the mid-night service.
Petition for Confirmation of William D. Talbot, exr.; Geneva E ’ old*county RDUecity.f°r alei52*i54
tion of the leader Miss Margaret, choir will sing Christmas carols High School faculty is at his home Those from here who attended
15
DODGE touring car. price <40; good
34 Trustee granted: Estate Charles B Collamore. late of Rockport. deHysom and assistant leader Mrs. and Miss Margaret gimmons will ir‘ Rielrmond and Miss Utecht at the Christmas party given by the , Referee. Bartlett. Timer. John Brown. late of Rockland, deceased, ceased, first and final account pre- tires; mechanically O. K See MR
STUDLEY at Narragansett Hotel or Tel
Robert MacFarland. and was an- sing the .solo "Come Unto Him" her home in Brunswick.
Ballard Busines School at the Com- son. Time. 4 10's.
154*156
Clara A. Egan Couhig of Rockland , rented by Hazel I. Parker, exx.; I094-M
Marie Jordan. Lawrence Kangas (from Handel's Messiah). The or
The children of the several munity Building Thursday night
FIFTY Barred Rock pullets for sale.
trustee.
Frances M. Bachelder. late of Rock- Just
starting to lay. A E BURNS.
and Neil Libby served as ticket ganist will be Mrs. Faith G. Berry. schools in town enjoyed Christina.- (or the alumni and students were
••• 1
154*156
Petition of Trustees for Leav-* to land' deceasf(1. {iret and final ac" Union.
♦
♦
committee and Mrs. MacFarland
trees
and
exchanged
presents
FriBarbara
Brown.
Pearl
Knight,
Federated Church.
Morning
GREEN hard wood. $6 rord ln 1 and
Invest
Personal
Estate
granted:
Es-I
count
P
resented
b
v
Adelbert
R
j cord loads delivered anywhere lroin
vzas accompanist.
I worship at 11 the subject one of day afternoon. Mrs. Gertrhde Lud- Adele Hawkins. June Cote. Lawto Belfast
Write or call
tate Lucy C. Farnsworth, late of ! Bachelder and Edwin I BrOWll. ] Rockland
LEON CALLAHAN 9 Luce St Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vinal and a series of special sermons for the wig of the Hodge school was ill with rence Hopkins and Lawrence Yates
both
of
Rockland,
admrs.;
John
Rockland,
deceased,
presented
b.v
or Lincolnville Rt 2
153*155
daughter Miss Doris, drove to Gor Christmas season. “The Triple Sign a cold and Mrs. Doris Miller sub- Richard Hopkins arrived horn? In
BABY chicks Permenter strain heavy
Creighton, late of Thomaston, de
CABBAGE, lc u lb . by the ton or
Boston
Safe
Deposit
and
Trust
J
layers.
U
S
Pullorum
Chun
order
ham Thursday and on return were The anthem “Peaceful and Holy stituted her several days last week day from Augusta where he is «n- . $rl\. $10 bundled ('I ARENCE ROLceased. first account presented by the cwt ; best sauerkraut. Sc lb . In Keg
lots H G STARRETT. Tel Warren
152'6 Company, of Boston. Mass., trustee. ’
-----------------I ployed to spend the weekend with LINS, Hai!ow?ll.________
accompanied by their niece Miss the Night" (Wilson* and a duet
Albert T. Gould of Boston. Mass., 14 2.
151-159
CLEMENTS Chicks give exceptionally
Petition for Distribution granted: ;
Appreciation is to the human soul his parents,
Anne Severance who will pass the "The Song the Angels Sang" by
MAN'S fur coat. <20; good condition
exr.; Isora J. Babbidge, late of
profitable results Unusual Reds and
weight and very warm. Size 40.
holiday vacation with them
Masses Laura Beat-tie and Alice what the rain from Heaven Is to the , Ralph Belyea is gue't of Mr. and Clem-Cross Pullets. Our "four farm Estate Orren P. Hupper, late of St. Rockland, deceased, first and final light
IEL 436-M CttJ
147-tf.
operative" insures better quality for George, deceased, presented by Ros- 1
] Mrs. Edward Dangler, in New York co
Miss Belie Cullen and Miss Har- Tuttle. At 7 in the evening there P'antlei? money
Catalog free
Write
account presented by Helen B
DRY hard wood for sale. cord, sawed.
cce
H
Hupper
of
New
York.
N
Y..
'
CLEMENTS
BROTHERS
FARMS.
R
33.
$9; fitted. <10. del
ALLEN COGAN,
i iet Wilson were among the guests will be a candle-light service “A ---1
—
' , city.
Emmons, exx.
Winterport. Me
_____ 144-52 exr.
Warren, Tel 40 11.
147*150-tf
entertained at the home of Miss Cradle in Bethlehem” a Christmas ful disposition and a keen sense of E B Small is spending Christ
STOVES of all kinds for sale. <5 to
Accounts Allowed: Fred W. BesEva Rogers of Rockland Thursday story in tableau reading and song humor—the life of every group in mas with his sister. Mrs. Charles
$40 C E OROTTON. 138 Camden St
>i APPLETON
Legal Notices
TEL. 1091-WK.
146-«
sey. late of Union, deceased, first
r.t supper and a Christmas tree. will be presented.
which he was found. He was verv E Gregory at Olen Cove,
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. <1.25,
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF TIIE
i and final account presented by
Other guests were Miss Josephine!
much respected and liked by the peo- The Comique Theatre offers a
Sawed. <1 15. long. <1.05 M B. 6r C. O.
Benjamin F. Plummer
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
' Josephine E Bessey, admx.; Charles
PERRY. Tel. 487.
144-tf
Prison Being Enlarged
Tolman of Rockville. Miss Elma Ire
pe of Thomaston.
special
attraction Sunday and
Notice is hereby given that the an
Benjamin F Plummer. 56. died
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po
land. Miss Annie Chase and Mrs.! Work on the construction of the
He is survived by two sons. Harry Monday. Deanna Durbin in "That nual meeting of the stockholders of E. Smith, late of Rockland, de15, at his home in North Bur- cahontus soft coal: dry fitted hard
Thomaston National Bank will be ceased, first and final account pre Dec.
Thomas Moulaison all of Rockland addition to the State Prison was A Morse of Portland, and Alton of Certain Age" with Melvyn Douglas The
,
,,
,i anti Junk wood. J. B. PAULSEN. Thom
held at their banking rooms on Tues1
kettville after a lingering illness of a?ton Tci 62
144-tf
Mrs. Kenneth Keyes "was hostess started Friday. Plans of the build- Sulton. Ontario and by a daughter Fred Brown who recently went to <tay January loth. 1939. at io.oo o'clock sented by Harris P. Smith, admr..
more
than
a
year.
He
leaves
his
tc the B. H. Club Wednesday night. ing were made by Bunker and Sav- Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone. with whom a Portland hospital for an opera- numt»rf°a\idtteiect"ngOaeboard'ofndirec- c.t.a.; Helen Mary Winchenbach of
wife. Effie Grinnell Plummer; a M —
—
—»—
tors for the ensuing year and of tran- Rockland, first and final account
A Christmas tree was a main fea age. architects, of Augusta and the he made his home and who made his ' tion is imroving.
'acting any otner business that may
daughter. Marguerite; one brother, ’
ture with Mrs. Keyes receiving a contract for the work was awarded
presented by Frank T. Winchen
years happy and comfortable. Miss Helen B. Hughes is home i legally come before them
Bert of Vienna; two sisters. Mrs. ’
bach. gdn.: Alzenas L. Robbins, late
"Friendship" quilt from the mem L. Rochefort! and Son of Worcester There isalso a grandson Wesley from Marymount College, TarryII F DANA
Myrtle
Brown of Dixxfiekl. an J Mr;
Ca.shler of Rockport, deceased, first and
bers. Refreshments were served Mass. The addition consists of a More* ofSulton. Ontario. Another town. N. Y to pass the Christinas
FOUR room, furnished apartment
Thomaston. Maine.
Nettie McLaughlin of Lynn Mass.
Tnose present were Mrs. Kenneth fireproof brick building 72x46. to -son Leroy Morse of Woolwich died vacation with her parents. Mr. and
final account presented by Gilbert
panted, heated. TEb 222-W
154 It
December 10th. 1938
Mr.
Plummer
was
born
in
CarMrs. John T. Hughes.
148-3-154 Harmon, special admr; Elizabeth
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, capable ot
Pales. Mrs. Charles Maxey. Mrs be added to the west end. and will | in 1935.
1
. , , , _
.
,
. 1 thage but had lived in Massachu- taking charge of modern home and
INNT'AI, MEETING
Walter Delano, Mrs. Carl Fales, house 72 new celL? arranged in four
The funeral was held at the MethD. Moody, late of Camden, deceased !
.
Dr find Mrs. Kenneth Holt of ROCKLANl*
of child: must be good cook
LOAN ANO BUILDING
setts for several years, coming from care
Write "HOUSEKEEPER ' care of Cou
Mrs. Elmer Overlook. Mrs. Frank stories of 18 each. The building odist Church Wednesday with Rev Brocklinc. Mass., are visiting Mrs.
first
and
final
account
presented
I'
ASSOCIATION
rier-Gazette
154-156
Medford to his home In this town.
The Annual Meeting of the Share b
K rvner exv • Hnrrv T
Bean, Mrs. Milton Robinson. Mrs. of this addition will do much to re H F Leach officiating.
Holt's parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. holderol the Rcckland Loan and oy ljOulse K '-’tier, exx . Harry L.
COOPER wanted, year around Job for
Funeral
services
were
held
at
his
the right party. OSCAR ELLISON
Building Association win be held at j Johnston, late of Rockland, deI Contributed], Jamieson.
George Rogers and Miss Edna Rob lieve the overcrowded condition
the office of thc Corporation No. 18
...
home, conducted by R“V. Mr. Ba'-lRFD 3 Box 111. Waldoboro. 153*155
inson.
The Opera House will be scene School street. Rockland. Maine, at 7 30 ceased, first and final account pre
which now exists at the Prison.
nard of Waldoboro. Interment was ' i
Feature Tuesday at Watts Hall of a gay Christmas holiday dance i9^OCfOr th'e’foUowing'purpow"11110 9 ,
b>' Ma|Y E- Johnston, exx.;
Dr. and Mrs. J. B Curtis mo Cost of the job is expected to total
First
' John T. Singer, of Thomaston. 7th in the Miller cemetery*.
tored to Bangor Friday accompany approximately S95.OC3. >
I Jean Parker in "Romance of the Monday night. The affair is being
To listen and act upon Reports of i
,
ing their niece. Miss Jean Robin
A note of interest to Thomaston 1 Limberlcst," plus big stage show sponsored b.v the Outing Club. Ote the Directors and Officers for tlie past I anc* final account presented by
SWAN'S ISLAND
son who returned to her home in 1-eople in regard to the contracting Prices 15c and 35c.—adv.
154Tt‘Dean and his nine Rhythm Boys
Second
Marie B. Singer, gdn; J. Walter
To choose a Board of eleven Directors Strout, late of Rockland, deceased,
Sherman Mills after a visit in this film on this job is the fact that L. —
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland T. Trask 1 Rockland Radiator works. 283
and an Auditor.
.
a « ,
town, i
Third
i. first
final account
------ and
------------------------- presented
r------------ |
I Mam St . rear Studley's Furniture Co.
Rochcford and Son have in their
To
transact
any
ether
business
that
n
v
Alfred
vr
adtnr
■
Helen
are
passing the holidays With rela- Specialists on leaking and damaged,
Holiday guests of Mrs. John employ Mrs. Raymond Beattie
may projwrly come before the meeting. I
ea M
OUL’ anmr • nuen tives ,in RnekHnd
mrl Thnma.bm
!
riolators. also circulation restored.
Rockland and Thomaston.
Formerly of 70 Park St.
153*155
h o gurdy. secretary i T. Watts, late of Thomaston, deCreighton are her cousin, Miss Har (Helen Keating) who is the niece
Rockland. Maine. Dec 19. 1938
i
j „
Misses
Irma
Morse
and
Velmt
LIVE bait for sale. 15 TRINITY ST.
riet Rose of Dorchester. Mass., her cf Mrs. William J. Robertson of
154-S-157 ' ceased, first and final account pre154*156
Morse are home from Portland for
son and daughter-in-law Mr. and this town. Mrs. Beattie has been
PIGS dressed; good work, prompt
the
Christmas
recess.
service. MASON JOHNSON. Tel. 138.
Mrs. John Creighton who are also employed as bookkeeper in the firm
143-tf
Mrs. Elden Colbath and son Pau!
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edward J the past 17 years and both she and
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
returned
Sunday
from
Bar
Harbor
Heiiier of Rockland and daughter Mr. Beattie have relatives and
land HalrSwre»24 Elm St. Mall orders
RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
where the latter had been a patient solicited.
Miss Katherine Creighton of Bruns friends in Thomaston.
Erprybody'fi talking about
144-tf
I in the hospital.
wick.
SKATES sharpened while you wait.
Herbert Withee and Frances Joyce CRIE HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St..
George S. Morse
Miss Lulu Simmons is at the
147-tf
j were recently united in marriage by Rockland.
* *
It’s no trick to
home of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
George S. Morse died Sunday, a
Tf
WATCHMAKER
—
Repairing
watches,
■ Rev. George M. Bailey. The groom clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
Vinal caring for Mrs. Ira Vinal few moments after he was .struck an;] ' add new and tempting dishes to
1 is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
v/ho fell last week suffering several fatally injured by an automobile on i your menus with a Hamilton
Amesbury 3t. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
Withee and the bride is the daughter
Beach
Food
Mixer
to
do
all
the
144-tf
broken ribs.
Main street. Deceased was the
of
Mrs.
Doris
Joyce.
Members of the Federated Sunday youngest son of Henry and Caroline i tedious beating, mixing and whip
Warren Sprague, a student at Au garet McKnight in the Grange hall
ping. It’s just as handy for your old
School enjoyed a Christmas tree (Moore) Morse and was born nt
gusta High School, is spending a va Sunday night. Everyone is invited.
favorites, too. Even though the
and presented an enjoyable pro the Meadow- Oct. 10. 1858.
cation with relatives in Atlantic.
thickness of the mixture varies,
Admision is free.
gram Thursday night at the vestry
His great-grandfather was the
Miss Norma Babson of Blue Hill is
A series of pleasant family din
Tiie program was: Song “No Room otiginal settler ln that part of Thom - I the powerful mixer runs steadily
with her grandparent', Mr and Mrs. ners have been Held recently by tlie
at the speed you set it. Many
in thc Inn", junior department aston. and like his father and grand
Everett Gross for a few days.
other special features truly make
Makinen's. The first was given by
recitation. “Santa" Joan Slader: father George Morse was born on
Forrest Stanley has been 111 sev- Mr. and Mrs. Randall Hopkins in
it the greatest kitchen time and
song. "Away in a Manger" beginners a part of tlie original Morse farm.
,011! oajs with pneumonia.
labor saver. Choice of white or
their new home; next Mr. and Mrs.
department; recitation "Santa's Like his ancestors, too. he had
Tuning
ivory finish. With juice extractor
• «22.»5 ft. E. Radio Touch
Mrs. Amos Makincn entertained at
Cake," Frank Cushman; harmonica owned quarries and worked as n
Five Tubes
and two bowls............................. $00.00
To the people of this community a venison dinner; last Sunday the
solo. "Good King Wensceslas." Roy quarryman in his early life. Late(
a Merry Christmas and a Happy family was entertained by their
•
Miller I. E. S. Lamp
Swanholm; song, "His Birthday he was (or many years a guard at
NOTICE TO HUSBANDS
and Prosperous New Year is tha mother Mrs. Elias Makinen at the
Song," Jean Gilchrist, Eleanor the (Maine State Prison.
Here is a Christmas gift that will help
•
llotpoint Toaster
earnest wish of the Vinal Haven homestead, with a venison dinner
Gregory, Joseph Richards; recita
make so many good things to eat and
Mr. Morse was formerly much in
Steamboat Co—adv.
provided by Arthur Makinen.
save hours of kitchen time. The whole
tion, ‘‘A Christmas Eve Thought," terested in local politics and was one
Portable one-hand operation. For
family
will
enjoy
it.
Mrs. Jean Morgan, a former resi
use
anywhere.
Merita Butler; carols by all; recita of the closest friends of the late Dr.
tion by Mary Greenleaf; song. "We G. L. Crocket, so prominent ln that
SO. THOMASTON ’C dent of this place, has had a poem
★ Wide range of mixing speeds
controlled by one switch.
accepted for an Anthology of Verse
May Find Him Still." Nancy Libby, field. Mr. Morse served the town es
Miss Mary Sleeper returned home published by the Crown Publish
Danny Lakeman and Robert Beat- assessor many years ago and was
★ Full depth double beaters in one
Eighteen Monthly Payments of S1.61
unit.
Wednesday after attending the ing Co. of New York.
IHE
tie; song, “Don't Wait Till Tlie long a constable and member of thc
CENT
(If you prefer to pay cash—$27.95)
Bowdoin College housejiarties Mon
t)MPANY
•h
Bowl revolves automatically —
WEI^COMPAN
POWE
Thomaston police.
can be shifted while mixing.
day and Tuesday as guest of Ho
He was married to Laurilla Mar
bart Ellis Jr. of Rangeley, who is a
ALFRED M. STROUT
shall of Cu hing, wiio died in 1925
.Lu/ilA
senior at Bowdoin.
after th? two had spent a long and
CENT
Insurance
A beautiful pageant depicting tlie
happy married lile together.
POWE
hire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
1 Christmas story in costume is to
Mr. Morse was a man of unusual
! be presented by the Sunday School
Mil
THOMASTON, MAINE
lOOStf physical strength of which however
I under the direction of Miss Marlie never boasted. He had a cheei-

CAMDEN
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PROBATE COURT

:LOST ANDFOUND

X

Basketball Battles

TO LET

FOR SALE

EGGS AND CHICKS’

WANTED

; MISCELLANEOUS I

3

THE ONf
1 WANT FOR

"7^

Our Christmas

Bargain Package
Appliances
You Save

AU for

HtUILTOH BOBH

>• | Down

5 El
s

fr-Afts

OClETY
Miss Eleanor Wetherbce, public
librarian is spending the holiday
I with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. I. L.
I Wetherbee in Malden. Mass.

Frederick M. Hall of Naugatuck,
Conn., arrived Friday night to spend
Christmas at his home in this city.
He was accompanied from Bridge! port by Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ladd
of New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford I.add of
New York, are spending Christmas
Thc Congregational Circle aupper
with Mr. and Mrs Walter C. Ladd. will be held Wednesday night with
Mrs. Albert Havener as chairman.
J. P. Harriman and son Edward
are to spend Christmas in South
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall are
Boston guests of Mr. Harriman's spending the Christmas weekend in
mother.
Portland.
Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Guy Wilson
Miss Nathalie Jones of Washinghave returned from Fort Fairfield, ton. D. C., arrives today to spend the
where Mrs. Wilsons' mother. Mrs. j holidays with her parents, Mr. and
B H. Kimball, died this week.
, Mrs. A. C. Jones.

Mrs. Walter Parmalee of Hart
ford., Conn* arrived Wednesday
coming to attend the funeral serv
ices of her sister-in-law. Miss Eliza
beth Parmalee.
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
Winter or summer The Conrier-Gazette is always glad to
have items which concern ar
rivals and departures of people,
the social gatherings, engage
ment announcements, weddings,
etc. Please telephone our society
reporter, Mrs- Warren C. Noyes.
873-R, or send directly to this

office.

David Rubenstein has returned to
his winter home in Brookline. Mass,
having been accompanied on Iris
Rockland visit by his son-in-law,
Harold Fischer.

The home of Miss Eva Rogers.
' Amesbury street, was the scene of
| a very jolly Christmas dinner party
Thursday evening. The house was
cleverly decorated with wreaths and
lights. A very atraetive centerpiece
of evergreen and red candles adorned
the table, which was set with silver
J and green. Later in the evening the
| guests adjourned to another room
i where a Christmas tree, laden with
gifts, was awaiting them. The
[ guests were Miss Belle Cullen and
J Miss Harriet Wilson of Thomaston.
Miss Josephine Telman of Rockville.
I Miss Annie Chase. Miss Elma Ire
land and Mrs. Thomas Moulaison.
all of Rockland

Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherman will
entertain Monday a family party of
17. Tlie out of town guests will be
Mr. and Mrs George Creighton and
three sons of Milton. Mass., and Mr.
and Mrs. E. W. Hall of Waterville.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Rose are
spending the holidays with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman S. Young
Mrs. William H. Rhodes in Spring- have had as guests Mr. and Mrs. A
field, Mass. It has been their cus M. Ripley of Quincy. Mass., Miss
tom to thus observe the day for Dorothy Cooper of Wollaston. Mass .
and Weston Ames of Matinicus. who
quite a number of years.
were here to attend funeral services
Mrs. Grace Johnston and Mrs. for Edgar Cooper.
Helen Waltz were in Skowhegan
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sezak and
this week to attend the funeral of
Miss Marie Laney, formerly of this son "Tommy are spending the holi
days with Mr. and Mrs. Donald L.
city.
Kelsey.
Charles E. Bicknell of Malden,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H Burgess of
Mass., arrived home Friday to spend
the holiday with his mother, Mrs. North Weymouth. Mass., arrive to
Frances B. Bicknell.
day to be guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Vinal in Warren. They will
A large dinner party was given be accompanied by Dr and Mrs
by Mr. and Mrs. Merle J. Duryea of Raymond C. Vinal of Arlington.
Farmington avenue, Longmeadow. Mass. There to be a family party
Mass.. Friday evening in the Colony there on Christmas Day. another
Club, for the friends who accom out of town guest being Stuart C.
panied them later to the "Starlite Burgess of Rockland.
Ball'’ of the Junior League in the
auditorium. Quests included Mr
Mrs. Leola Copping Bertram..
and Mrs. William C. Bird of North R. N.. of Boston arrives today to
ampton. This affair is one of the spend the holiday week with her
winter's most prominent social aunt. Mrs. Lilian S. Copping.
events in Springfield.
Miss Stella Young returned Wed
“Every woman ought to serve nesday from Bowdoin College where
some time in jail.” says Lady Ed- she was the guest of Richard Ellingmee Owen, titled English widow, wood at the annual Christmas
who tells of her own harrowing ex house party.
periences, in the American Weekly
Miss Ethel Stanton has returned
Magazine with tlie December 25th
from
a few days' visit in Stonington
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
154-lt
Conn., with her father. Capt. Lewis
B Stanton.
Miss Elizabeth Till Is spending tlie
holiday with her grandmother, Mrs.
Cleveland Sleeper. She goes Thurs
day to Bristol, N H . where she has
a secretarial position with a ski
school.

Students home for the holidays
not previously mentioned are: Ber
nard Thompson, Tufts Dental Col
lege; Maurice R. McKusic, Philadel
phia School of the Bible; Nancy
Snow and Barbara Derry. Farmington Normal School; Doris Borgerson,
Come on, Bt.vs and Girls, there's
Dorothy Frcst. Marion Ludwick. Ed
win Edwards. Sam Glover. Wilbur
Connon and James Pellicane, Bates
College; Charles Merritt and Cobb
Peterson, Lowell (Mass.) Textile
I School; Maizie Joy, Mary Dodge.
And if you want—
Laroy Brown and Malissa Bostick.
Gorham Normal School; Clarence
for the Holiday Dances, please
Peterson, Ruth Gregory. Betty Mc
Alary. Eleanor Look. Barbara Orff,
order them now!
William Glover, Donald Saunders.
Frederick Perry, Donald Marriner,
Meredith Dondls, Edward Ladd and
1 Gordon Thompson. University of
Maine; Gordon Richardson, Hester
Hatch, Ruth Thomas. Donna de
TEL. 318-W
Rochemont and James East. Colby
371 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND College; Richard Eilingwood, Bow
153-154 doin College; Madeline Philbrick and
Alice Baum. Westbrook Junior Col
lege; Barbara Griffin. Nasson Junior
College; Freeman F. Brown, Jr., Co
ALEADER!—
lumbia University College of Phy
sicians and Surgeons; Gardner
Brown and Lawrence Crar.e, Colum
bia University; Carlton H. Gregory.
for your COFFEE
Providence Bible Institute; Mar
garet McMillan and Margaret Rog
FdfQuart
ers, Castine Normal School; John
Huke, Stanton Preparatory Acad
20c for a Full Pint
emy; Robert Allen, Johns Hopkins
University; David Hodgkins, Mass
achusetts School of Optometry; Ed
TEL. 622,
ROCKLAND. ME.
ward Heiiier. Jr.. Massachusetts In
153-154
stitute of Technology.

MISTLETOE
at SILSBY’S

GARDENIAS

SILSBY’S
FLOWER SHOP

QUALITY CREAM

35c

Round Top Farms
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Every-Other-Day

THE LYRIC MUSE

CHRISTMAS

Unique and Entertaining
Program Presented By
Blue Bonnet Troop

I For The Courier-Gazette]

Long, long ago. in Bethlehem
A little babe was born;
Angels of God announced the birth.
And hailed with Joy the morn. ,

ROCKVILLE

Imitation Radio

*

,

This And That

The spirit of Christmas is evi
dent thrci<!iout the village shown
by wreaths at thte doors, candles
at the windows or gaily decorated
trees shining at night with bright
ly colored lights.
There has been a heavy mall at
. th? pastofficc this year.
The children of the village school
were conveyed to West Rockport
By K. S. F.
last night and with the school chil
dren there furnished the program
that preceded the Christmas tree
In my journey South, I noticed
at the Baptist Church.
this electric display in brilliant let
Mrs. Ida Barrows and MLss Lottie
ters on a long Trenton bridge.
Ewell spent Sunday witli Mrs W. P.
"Trenton makes, and the world
Richardson in Camden.
t.lk-:S ”
When Mr. and Mrs O. Masalin of
• • • •
Lincolnville were invited last .SatThis dreadful alarm comes from
,
„
. , ,
, urday to supper at the home of
London: Chamberlain wore a black
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monden little
vest with formal "tails’’ at tlie
did they know of tlie birthday sur
Foreign Press Association dinner.
prise in store for Mrs. Masalin.
Some ot the court tailors went so
Friends were all there to greet her
far as to say, "Even a prime minis
when she arrived
Re fresh m-nts
ter can't get away with that?
were served including a beautiful
birthday cake made by Mrs. S. RuoAnd so the Colonel Lindberghs
hemaa of Rockland. The guest of
did not even intend to live in Berlin.
honor was presented with a lovely
The world has not enough kindness
coffee service of pewter ware. Those
of heart to wait and make sure be
present, were: Mr. and Mrs, O.
fore it questions.
Masalin of Lincolnville, Mr. anti
• • • •
Mrs Ed Blom of Ash Point. Mrs.
England has a new motor tor
Jospli Anderson. Mr. and Mrs.
pedo boat with a speed of 60 miles
Frank Salo, Albert Salo of Owl's
an hour. Who will beat that?
Head. Mi and Mrs. Einil Rivers,
• • • •
The Italian government explains. Mr. and Mrs. Axel Gronros, Mrs.
They have "Interests and rights Helmi Lammi. Mr and Mrs. Karl
Maki. Mrs. H. Johnson. Mr and
to defend and are spending tills
year $526,000,000 to make sure of Eino Lclito. Mr. and Mrs. Selim
Ruchomaa of Rockland, Mr and
this defense.
Mrs. William Alltilla of Union. Mrs.
• » ♦ •
Hilma Luoma. Mr. and Mrs Martin
Officer, who had stopped a speed
Hainaluinen Sr. John Hurtne,
ing car, “Name, please "
Mikko Hukko. and Herbert Hurtne
Lady: "Glory Glamour."
of West Rockport. Mr. and Mrs.
Officer: "Married?"
Mikko Lofinan. Ida I.chtlnen, Mr.
l.ady: "Generally."
and Mis. G. Lane. Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
Approximately $200,000 worth of William O'Jaia. E.ldy Loftnuu. Ray
the precious radium, weighing only mond O'Jula. Helen O'Jala. Vivian
one-fifth of an ounce, will soon be O'Jala I .uni Monden, Mr and Mrs.
received by National Cancer Insti-1 Tliom.i . Monden ol thi.. place, and
tute in Washington. It will be en Mr and Mi. Anselm Lampinen of
closed in 1234 hollow needles, and Tlicma'-toii The evening was hap
be in lead containers weighing sev pily spent in singing old time
songs and conversation.
eral tons.

Tlie Blue Bonnet Varieties, an
imitation radio program, sponsored
by Blue Bonnet Troop. Girl Scouts
♦
Publication Limited to Brief
was given Dee. 19 at Universalist
Poems
Ignoble Herod filled with fear,
♦
1 Church with a large attendance.
of Original Composition
At what the wise men said;
By Subscribers
The program was under the di♦
Sent forth his henchmen—find this King
♦
[ rection of Mrs. Trask, captain of the
»J« »*« •*« ,*« »J« •*« »♦« »•« ♦*« «.*« .•«
And bring him to me—dead.
, Troop who acted as hostess, and inCHRISTMAS
The mighty Caesars knew him not.
I troduced the guest stars. Ernest
I For The Courier-Gazette I
Nor cared for such as he;
"Peace on earth good will toward men,” Johnson acted as studio pianist and
Wi hear those blessed words again
Nor did the world that crucified,
, musical director. Evelyn Bragg was
In carols sweet, on Christmas morn.
When He thc King ol Kings was born. ! studio announcer and introduced
The Man of Galilee.
' Captain Trask.
A manger was His lowly bed
The Caesars and the Herod:; die.
Where, by the Star, wise men were led..
The girls are grateful to tlie boys
And
shepherds
watching
flocks
by
The ChrLst lives on and on;
night.
, wiio took part and helped them pre
Were guided by Its wonderous light
Time Vindicates the faith we hold.
sent the following prograrc: Mary
Unto the stable 'Where He lay.
In God, and Christ the Son.
The Holy Child, on Christmas daf
Perry and Ruth McMahon as thc
Oh. that the war plagued minds ol men Lane Sisters, sang "Garden of tire
Christ Is the Mighty Prince of Peace.
W-uld harken to those words again.
The King of kings is He;
That angels ang when He was born. l Moon;" Lincoln McRae as Uncle
The
Holy Child, on Christmas mom
I Ezra, who brought along the
The God-sent Saviour of the lost,
Rose B Hupper ! Ranch Boys—Kenneth Mignauit.
Our Hope and Destiny.
Tenants Harbor
Hartwell Dowling and Horatio
Today the world in sore distress,
Cowan
—singing "Home on the
CHRISTMAS EVE
Still waits that second birtli;
| Range." Then Esther Munro apI For The Courter-Oazettel
The Christ born in the hearts of men.
; peared at Little Annie and did a tap
Is there a Santa Claus?
That Peace may rule the earth.
Why. ol course, there Is
i dance. She was followed by Mary
Personified Goodness
Ls the soul that Is his.
] Pion as Jane Withers who had "A
So patiently we bide the time.
Pocketfful Of Dreams." Dennis
Do we see Santa Claus?
When hate shall end, and war;
Wliy. ol course, we do,
Trask was introduced as th. screen's
And Christ the Lord of all mankind,
UnseUlahnees. Kindness
most popular cowboy, Gene Autry
And Merriment too.
Shall reign forevermore.
John Harsen Rhoades
and sang "You're The Only Star in
New York
Henry Fellon Huse.
Mv Blue Heaven.''
Charlotte
K a» M K
Nortli Haven.
Cowan and Corinne Smith appeared
THE MARINE RAILWAY
as Vern and Marv of the Vern. Lee
I For The Courier-Gazette |
and Mary Trio singing “A Tiskit
I see again the railway on the shore
Mrs. Leola Wiggin will be hostess
Above its slanting track the head- A-Tasket;" Emmy Lou Peaslee wiio
house low
to Chapin Class Tuesday night at
Octagonal in shape and through the was ill was to liave been Lee. Doro
her home on Maple street.
door
The tugging horses
Round and thy Trask cliarmingly impersonated
round they go
Harriet Hilliard
singing "All
Mrs. D. I. Haskell, wiio has just
I.IDA G. CHAMPNEY
I hear the clunking ol the grinding Ashore A brief interlude of music
recovered from a Iohr illenss. suf
Correspondent
ro*J, ,, .
, ..
by tlie studio pianist ended tiie first
The orders ol the foreman standing
fered an ill turn recently and is now
ftftft ft
nigh
1 lialf ol the program.
As up the slope the massive cradle Jogs,
very ill at her home at Ingraham
Tel. 2229
And slowly hauls some Vessel high
DlOse appearing Oil the last half
Hill.
and dry
of tlie program were Dudley Harvie
61 the caulkers' tools 11 and Mike Sullivan as those two ra
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Payson The Tinging
hear.
Miss Gertrude Greenlaw and friend
I smell the fumes of copper paint I dio rascals. Pick and Pal. Gene
will leave Sunday to spend a few
Miss Tracy were recent gue sts of,
and tar.
days with Mrs. Payson's aunts. Mrs. I see the steambux limbering timbers Autry and tlie Ranch Boys .singing
Capt. and Mrs. David Haskell on
"A Oold Mine In the Sky; Patricia
near.
H H. Nash and Mrs. Georgia Walk
The carpenters at work on plank and Perry as charming Martha Tilton
their way home from Boston to
spar.
er at the former's home in East
spend tlie holidays with Miss Green
Weymouth. Mass. They will be The ship repaired now at the lull high who sang about "The Bumpy Road
law's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Howard
To Love;" Joan Hunt as thc beau
tide
joined there by Mrs. Payson's
O what a thrill upon her deck to tiful little Princess Snow White
Greenlaw, at Oceanville. Deer Isle.
stand
mother, Mrs. Maud Stahl of NewDid you ever realize that there
While downward to the water swift we singing “With a Smile and a Song."
glide
Robert Allen is spending Chrits- York.
are
fur-bearing fish and they
And plow up waves to lash the dis She was followed by Beverly GlenByron Rider and Miss Lillian
mas with friends in Newton. Mass.
tant strand.
denning as America’s Little Sweet are trout. They are indigenous to
Whitmore arrived Thursday from Tli at railway to our youthful days en
heart, Shirley Temple, why sang the waters of the Arkansas River,
David Goldberg has returned to Burdett's College to spend the
deared
And still within our recollection's and danced to “Bye, Bye Blues." and if anyone thinks this a tall
Canada after a visit with Mr. Christmas recess at their homes
reach
story, page Wilbur B Foshay, sec
With all Its scenes has long since dis Aimee Karl as Ramona played ‘Chiand Mrs. Isldor Oordon.
here.
retary of the Salida Chamber of
appeared
quita" as a piano solo.
And left a vacant place upon the
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sims of
Commerce of Colorado.
The
program
ended
with
the
stu

Daniel Cole is making a holidaybeach.
• • • •
Boston are expected to arrive to
Allison
M
Watts
dio pianist playing "The End of a
visit in this city with his family.
Jamaica.
Vt.
Boy:
"Daddy,
what is an eye
day to spend Christmas at the home
Perfect Day," and as an introduc
He is now located in New York.
witness?"
It K * M
of her sister. Mrs. Kenneth Daucett.
tion to the next feature Joyce Cum
TIIF. CHRISTMAS TOY
Daddy: "One who vainly tries to
The Methodist choir and mem
Rockland L. Jones of Rockport
ming played a piano solo.
I For The Courier Gazette]
put
into words the beliefs that were
will be a Christmas guest of his son bers of the parish visited 15 homes In a little shop window I passed o'er
A Christmas tableau was present
developed by what he thought lie
the wav.
of shut-ins Thursday night, giving
Ernest P Jones.
ed in honor of tlie approaching holi
a toy very pleasing to see
saw."
cheer by singing Christmas carols. It Wa«
brought a fond memory of childhood day witli Clara Hallowell as Tlie
• • • •
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brann and
Mrs. Cliarles F. Ingraham Ls
Virgin Mary. Christmas carols were
Thc fairest ol all unto me
I have noticed with what effort
family will spend Christmas with spending the holidays at the home
sung.
and time it has taken to demolish
fancy lam a wee lad again.
Miss Lillian Brann in Rockport of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby in InReminiscent
After tlie program Christmas gifts old tree stumps in several places
of days so Ideal.
Days unacquainted with less or of gain. were exchanged. Mrs. Trask re
MLss Brann Ls home from Readins. Manchester. N. H.
in the city. Try thLs way and se •
When Ule was so happy and real
Mass., where she teaches.
MLss Eva Clark, student at Uni
ceived a lovely gift from the Troop how easy it makes the task Bore
There's a toy In the window. “It Is
versity of Maine is spending the
as well as many individual presents ' qujle a numb<,r of holes <an inc ii!
Christmas again!"
Blest childhood I’d gladly redeem.
Christmas vacation with her aunt,
UNION
Clifton Hunt and Erland Beal j,, diameter and six inches deep);'
O. make the child Joy a possession ol
Mrs. Lester P. Shibles.
man.
were ushers.
, fljj with saltpeter and ordinary par
To
share
thc
child
spirit's
glad
theme
Mrthodht Church Notes
The annual meeting of the Bap
Ol Christmas.
affin. cover stump with dry brusit
The Sunday school Christmas tree tist Church is called for Thursday"Hallowed Christmas"
RAZORVILLE
■
and set lt on fire. The stump will
John Carrel
was celebrated Wednesday. The night, when reports of the year's
The school taught by Mrs. Helen j completely burn clear to the roots.
r
r
r
r
event was a remarkable success with work and election of officers will
, Cramer held its Christmas enter
A LITTLE BOY
200 present. A special Christmas take place.
Do you know what splatterdashes
tainment and tree Friday night, well
I
For
The
Courier-Gazette]
program by the departments was
A special Christmas service was
ore?” They are wing-like device
1
attended
by
parents
and
friends.
frown upon that little boy
prepared. The committee was Mrs. held Thursday night at the week Don't
You meet upon the street.
! Pupils who were not absent one day attached to each heel to prevent
Robert Farris, Mrs. George Mans ly meeting at the Baptist Church, Because his lace Is dirty
i the past term were: Beatrice Cruni- stocking; being splashed with mud
His panls torn at the seat.
field. Mrs. William Robbins and Mrs with 52 present. A Christmas hymn
mett, Vernon Crummctt, Ronald or rain and much used in Paris and
smile upon him gently
Irving Tuttle. The children Gave by members of the Young People's But
And take him by the hand.
Turner, Betty Jones and Alvah London by the ladies.
• • • •
Sant?. Claus an enthusiastic wel Society Christian Endeavor and a A kindly word he'll not forget;
Jones. Ruth Turner began the term
Some day he'll be a man.
Someone says what tills sad world
come for the innumerable gifts he vocal duet by Miss Arlenp Tominski
Sept. 19 and did not miss a day from
down Into your pocket
had for them.
and Vera Easton were much en Reach
that date. Those absent for one day needs at present is less might anil
For pennies hidden away;
And
your
heart will sing a Joyous note were Fiances Crummett, Geraldine more should.
Service Sunday opens promptly at joyed. Rev. J. W. Hyssong deliv
On this glad Christmas Day
• • • •
10 o'clock. The adult choir will sing ered a brief Christmas message.
Jones. Arlpne Jones and Stanley
Sweet
thing
(just before Christ-1
And
then
look
deep
Into
your
heart.
Tlie Nitsumsosum Club and hus
for a special Christmas anthem "Be
Jones, owing to impassable roads. imas): "I'm looking for a very un-!
Floods ol Joy you there will see;
“
For
as
ye
have
done
It
unto
the
least
bands
met
Monday
night
at
the
hold I Bring You Good Tidings of
Mi. Lillian Maxwell and Mrs. I usual tie. My husband says I us •'
of these"
Great Joy.” Tlie junior choir has home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter CarYe have done lt unto me."
Eleanor Vannah of Richmond and ( r.o imagination when I buy gifts.
Margaret Elwell
prepared "All This Night My Heart roll for a Christmas party and tree.
Bcton were visitor Wednesday at
• • • •
Spruce Head
Rejoices." The adult and junior After the distribution of gifts,
•Mr. an Mrs. Charles Vanncr's.
’ Difficult steering in an automokt It M tt
choirs arc joining voices during the bridge was enjoyed and refresh
Edith Overlock Ls at the home oi ; Idle may be caused by shock abGOD, COUNTRY AND YULE
offertory and will present "O Come. ments served. High score was won
Maud Howard for a few days.
:sorbers which are not properly
O Come Emmanuel." The pastor. by Mrs. Clyde Spear with Mrs. A. V.
Merry Christmas to The Black Ca ‘equalized. See if yours are.
The friends of a sardonic soul
L F. Ross, will preach on the subject McIntyre and Frederick Richards named Leonard Bacon are this week
»
"The Mystery of Bethlehem." Sun receiving consolation.
receiving as Christmas greeting:
Tc’c'c're'crc'c’c’e’c’c'c'c'c’c’g'rc'rc’cw’rc'c'm'cwircigicicic'c’c'c'e'c’e'c’c'g'c'g
Methodist Church. N. F Atwood, With lncompoops t love to pal
day school begins promptly at 11
the yacht Abnourmahal.
o’clock; Epworh League at 6. at pastor. Sunday services: Church Upon
Yet always manege to secure
which Mrs. Leo Ross will present a School at 10 a. m.; morning wor The votes of the more numerous poor.
And Christmas' How this coun-ry hums
series of talks on the "Life of Da ship at 11 with Christmas sermon When from Kriun Elbow fall tho
crumbs.
mien,” by John Farrows. The eve “Our Gifts to Him;” special an
them
by
choir;
7
p.
m.
the
choir
ning service begins at 7 and the sub
will present the pageant "Tlie Shep Joan Carver. Althea Joyce, Mildred I
ject is "Christ or Herod?
Ames. Doris Tominski, Rae Page, I
It is important that all the young herd's Story.
A pageant entitled “Christmas Lcoline Wilson. Helen Marston.
people meet at the parsonage at 6.30
Baptist Church: J. W. Hyssong. |
tonight. Starting from that point Messengers” will be presented at pastor: Morning worship Sunday
the
Baptist
Church
Monday
night
they will go about singing Christ
i at 7 o'clock by the members of the at 11 o'clock, sermon by pastor;
mas carols.
Church School, assisted by the full Church School at 12; Young Peo
church
choir. Those taking part ple's Society Christian Endeavor at
Unusual gift-wares of distinction.
6 with Frederick Quimby, leader; 7
Chinese porcelain vases; figurines, are: Norma Hoyle, Josephine Pitts,
p. m. service of praise and prayer,
Arlene
Tominski.
Joyce
Ingraham
cloisonne, hand-colored etchings,
with sermon "What if Christ had
small antiques, etc. What-Not Gift Vera Easton, Robert Richards Fred Not Been Born." Full choir both j
erick
Quimby.
Robert
Caln.
Charles
Is the personal
Shop; open until 10 p. m.—adv.
Lane. Jr., Ralph Marston, Carl morning and evening will furnish
wish of Al and
Cruises arranged, steamship tick- I Eaton , Carroll
Richards, Guy special music.
Clara
A.
Carleton,
formerly
of
ets to all parts of the world. M. F. Young, Gerald Richards, Gladys
his Associates
Lovejoy,, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel. Quimby. Earl Dean. Jack Hyssong, Rockport, died Dec. 22 at Medfield.'
Mass.,
at
the
age
of
76.
Committal
for every patron
1060-J, Rockland.
16-S-tf Maurice Marston, Dell Hyssong,
services will be held today at 10 a.m.
and friend.
at Carleton Cemetery. Rev. Wil
liam E. Berger officiating. Sur
viving brothers and sisters arc BurPAUL PLOURD
Al, PLOURD
I ton L. Carleton of Boston. Wilbur
HUGH
HUGHES
RUTH
STAPLES
' and Walter of Rockport. Mrs. Annie
CAMDEN, MAINE
ItETA STAPLES
NORMA MUNROE
I J. Gardiner also of Rockport and
! Mrs. Marlon Sides of Bangor.
ALICE FLANAGAN
MARION WALLACE
SUNDAY-MONDAY, DEC. 25-26
+

ROCKPORT

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT
WILL

CLOSE
ALL DAY

CHRISTMAS DAY
DECEMBER 25

OPEN
MONDAY. OE( I MBI'It 26

MEKItl CHRISTMAS TO ALL

MONDAY-TUESDAY
X

THIS

zX

Charles BICKFORD
Barton Mactflflf
Preston FOSTER 0
TCDAY
BOY K0G1 RS in
"li.l I t THI KID RETURNS"

PARK

TEL
409

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

Errol Flynn

A Joyous

Abundant

Christmas

g

NOW 'PLAYING
"I P THE RIVER"

w.th
PRESTON I OSTER
I iiYI.I.IS i ROOKS

COMIQUE THEATRE

DEANNA DURBIN

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

“THAT CERTAIN AGE”

AND BARBER SHOP

WE BUY

OLD
GOLD
AND SILVER
Clarence E. Daniels

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

with MELVYN DOUGLAS
* NO

» .t-

4

JEWELER
70 MAIN ST
ROCKI.AND
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Thoughts at Yuletide
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Maine's waterfront.

certainly is a dull place here at
present. Its replacement would be
a fine Christmas present.
Wishing all the lighthouse keep
ers and Coast Guardsmen a very
Vt have heard the song, how these Merry Christmas from Keeper and
must ply
' Mrs. Frank Faulkingham.

THE three: ships
A* I went up the mountain side
The sea below me glittered wide
And Eastward, far away. I spied
On Christmas Day. on Christmas Day
The hree great ships that take the tide
On Christmas Day In the morning

From the harbours of home to the
ports o' the sky!
Do ye dream none knoweth the whither
Portland Head
and why
On Christmas Day. on Christmas Day
Time is flying and tlie year 1938
The three great ships go sailing by
On Christmas Day in the morning? will soon be past.
Most marvelous ancient ships were
were ‘S prows a-piunge to the
Chersonese
Foi the pomp of Rome or the glory of
Greece
On Christmas Day. on Christmas Day
Were they out on a quest for the
Golden Fleece
On Christmas Day in the morning?

Not much going on around here;
we 8et few visitors, some arc from

By Wilbert Snow-

The blue and pink of sunrise through black boughs
Of scraggly apple trees behind the house
Was in itself enough to draw us thence.—
But over the crusted snow s half-hidden fence
The gold of spruces, fresh as in mid-May.
Luring us toward our happiest holiday.
Transferred that pink tint out of crusted snow
Into our youthful faces with a glow
No poverty could dim. Three dark days more
And Christmas Eve would sparkle up the shore
Like golden sun-shafts on a leaden sea
That break through black clouds unexpectedly
And from a funnel pour a glittering heap
Of precious coins making the billows leap
And jostle one another for their share.
We chose a tree symmetrically fair
That tapered toward the summit like a cone;
Admiring, praised the knack ourselves alone
Possessed in picking spruces; felled another
Not quite so fair, but lit to be a brother
To this first lady of our Christmas choice.
And. unaware, made everyone rejoice
As we noised up the street in swaggering haste,
Up to the little chapel where we placed
Them either side the pulpit. There they stood
Even more beautiful than in the wood;
Their green boughs touched with sunlight and
their smell.
More spicv here than down beyond the well.
Brought Christmas myrrh and incense to our door
Their boughs, bedecked by willing hands, soon bore
Festoons of silvery tinsel, socks of gauze
With fruit and candy crammed Who would not
pause
Before such loveliness? Who could not guess
Why man once worshipDed in the wilderness
These messengers that cheered his hearth with fires
And wreathed a thousand hills with stately spires
To lift his weary spirit to the skies?

(Except, of course our parents who had figured
Their offspring brighter than the vast beleaguered
Host of conscripts gone or vet to come!)
Upon that stage of battle there were some
Who spoke with ease, and others so dramatic
They made the rats uneasy ln the attic
Of the belfry tower; and one girl made us blush
With her assurance till there came a hush
Over the room and ln the hush a giggle
Quite unexpected from a lass who'e wriggle
Revealed a nervous strain of uncontrol;
The dangerous years ware gnawing at her soul.
And at her body. too. The minister
Looked sternly down the aisle and glared at her
Till she got up and bolted through the door.
The pastor then arose, sweet oil to pour,
And tried to smile Luella's deed away.
The effort falling, he began to Dray
Above his station in between the trees
A mammoth pop-corn ball, a masterpiece
Uoon a line fTom tree to tree was hung
The generous thought of Aunt Mahala Young
Who loved the Christmas festival so much
That everything enlarged beneath her touch.
It was as big as children's appetites
Who dream of pop-corn balls through winter nights.
And all eves were upon it. Should I tell?
The Janitor had done hts work too well.
Had saved out yellow birches for this hour.
And both stoves in the rear drove such a shower
Of heat-waves un the aisles the cold molasses
Melted and ran through that great ball's crevasses
Till crash! the cornball struck the preacher's head
And showered its kernels on small children spread
Along the front settees. The older folks
Who reckoned this no Interim for Jokfs
Restrained themselves superbly, but the boys
Let out such raucous hurricanes of noise
All hands Joined in. And then and there some

Every-Other-Day
career as very-wlld-beast behind
bars, the hippo Is only a barnyard
A LOVELY LADY
j brute at heart—in short, a pig
Half-pig at lea«t, says the scientist,
I considering the short legs, four
toed foot, rooting muzzle and tusks
Pig-and-a-half. observes the layman
I with a measuring eye. For this
1 super-porker Is outranked for sheer
j bulk by the elephant alone among
land animals. Parking space for a
standard model hipno would need
to be about 14 feet lone. The ave
rage hippo'? hide, two inches thick,
is draped around three tons of j
animal.
“'River swine’ was the ancient
Egyptians' name for him. A visit
ing Greek three centuries B. C.
dubbPd him ‘horse of the river' and j
the Greek for that phrnse—hippo
potamus—became hts title, a name
as unwieldy as his frame.
“Tht« nightmare of a pig has a
spongy skin with a network of fine
creases. It is a rich hue of rare
beefsteak, shading into blue-gray
and dappled with chocolate. His j
face Is shaped like a violon-cello j
gabled at the top with a pair of
alert ears and gnarled at either end !
of the nose ridge with knobs of eyes
and no'-’rlls. Stubby legs and short
flattened tail are dwarfed by his
bulk
“One of his odder features is the
'bloody sweat.' a reddish oil which
pours from the hippo's pores under ONE JUMP AHEAD OF SANTA
CLAUS, lovely Bess Johnson herstress of pain or excitement.
"This greatest of hegs is one of tided the coming Yuletide season by
gifts to a number of Chil
nature's antiques, a living relic of sending
dren's Homes throughout the country
the Stone Agex It may be the only —lovely Dionne Quin handkerchiefs
big brute left which retains its face for every child from Miss Bess of
and figure from the days when pre radio's Hilltop House Especially
historic savages of southeastern lucky were the youngsters of the
England brandished stone-headed Kallman Home for Children in
■nears at it along the banks of the Brooklyn, N Y, when the gracious
Thames. Remains indicate that the star recently paid them a surprise
hipDo once reamed through Europe
and even India. His four-tced feet
have beat a slow. thunderous re zoo His popularity as a captive
treat before advancing civilization was well under way in 293 B C. in
the zoo of Octavius. Barnum billed
to the dank heart of Africa, which him
as Behemoth of the Bible.
is now the bewildered hipoc's last i "The
pygmy
hippopotamuses
stand. He lurks among the reedy which range
through Liberia on Af
margins of lakes and rivers from the rica's west coast are vest pocket
latitude of Timbuktu south to the I
latitude of Durban, already growing '
noticeably scarce around the edges
of the continent.

distant places.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Sterling of
„
t .
__
.
Rumford were guests Monday of R
T Sterling.
Keeper Elliot of Two Lights. Cape
They have mixed their shrouds with
the golden sky.
Elizabeth and Mrs. Elliot, called I
They have faded away where the last
Tuesday at the horn? of F. O Hilt.
dreams die . . .
Ah yet. will ye watch., when the mist
Miss Marion Sterling of Peaks 1
lifts high
°n rta^S
lstmas
Day
'
°
n
chrl
”
tmas
Island
was overnight guest Monday
Day?
Will ye see three ships go sailing by
of Mrs. R T. Sterling.
On Christmas Day ln the morning?
Robert Sterling. Jr., is busy day ]
Alfred Noyes
and night in his new business.
Greetings of (.he Season
Jack Robinson has been working
A beautifully designed card with the past week at the Besse System
a candle motif <symbolic of a i Co.. Inc., clothiers in Portland.
Light) has been received by The I Mrs. Charles Sterling of Peaks [
owned
Our preparation ended and the day
Courier-Gazette staff from Keeper Island was guest Tuesday of her
Luella's ruined Christmas stood atoned.
Incredibly arrived, we found our way
and Mrs. Eugene L. Coleman of sister, Mrs. R T Sterling.
The breathless interlude of hope and fear
Obstructed by the janitor with a broom.
Mrs. Clyde Grant called Tuesday
Cape Neddick Light Station. York
When presents are called off at length is here.
He "had his orders" to patrol the room
Out from behind the pulpit Santa pons
Beach. Letters to the Guardians evening on Mrs. F O Hilt.
And let no child down front. We all stood by.
In bright red suit, black boots with white-rimmed
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was treated at
Gazing around with many a hope and sigh.
department are in the offing, says
tops
Wondering what our biggest gift would be.
a local hospital Monday for a badly
Keeper Coleman.
And mask with sllverv beard, sings out, "Well, well,"
Alas forever-present poverty!
swollen
hand
which
gave
her
much
Mr and Mrs. Elson Small of St
Entreating silence with a small brass bell.
That gift the one and only for a few
False Teeth Once Made From Hip
He first sniDS off a little oink bisque doll
Croix River Light Station. Red Pain' They exPlaincd to her it was
Whose treasure ships were always overdue;
po's “Ivory"
And
reads
the
name
—
the
favorite
girl
of
all.
Beach, also send Yuletide best the same as to “drop a «Utch" or get
And for a smaller few no craft would dock,—
"By
day
the
hippo hides his home- 1
The
toddler
of
the
village
—
her
blue
eyes
Only the corn-ball-fruit-and-candy sock
wishes. Their choice of card was a kink in ones back and many
ly face In shady marshes or gallops
And golden hair and deen unfeigned surprise.
The
Sunday
School
Committee
had
prepared
a square rigger bounding o'er the i know the mlscry that brm8s
along river bottoms with whalelike
Coupled with Joy to find the doll her own.
Fell to these spawn of Satan, scragg’.ey-haired.
The holiday season is with tu
excursion' to the surface to spout
Draw everv eye upon her and enthrone
main, with sea gulls hovering nigh.
Who sprawled along the outskirts of the hills
for air every five or ten minutes. J
The age-old symbol of the Christmastide
once again. We send to Light
In
shacks
with
rag-stuffed
windows,
sagging
sills.
Portland Head was well repre
No matter how cumbersome on land,
In those who watch her clasp it to her side
Keepers—their families—all con
But these were our own pals—and throats went
sented by a chatty letter from As
he dives and swims with Olympic
For present number two the Saint nulls out
numb
nected with Coast Guard stations
skill. Hh submarine strength com
A
small
red
drum,
and
with
expectant
shout
sistant Keeper Robert Thayer SterTo see them slighted—Santa was a bum
their families. Season's Greetings
mands the respect of even the
Calls off the name of one who counters "I
To treat our playmates rough—(even though the
yling. supplemented by a 'Howdy"
crocodile, which devours h'.ppo meat
and say Merry. Merry. Christmas
Don't want a drum; I want a knife!" The wry
shoal
from the faithful Lighthouse watch
with relish a= soon as it is dead.'
Expression on his face so fills his mother
to all.
Near
Poverty's
long
reef
would
rise
and
roll
dog "Chang." By the way. the
For swimming supremacy this aqua
With mortifying shame she tries to smother
Round our own family shallop year by year
| Real gifts—"If instead of a gem.
tic hog depends cn the buoyancy of .
Her anger in a shawl as each one lifts
year 1940. will be graced by more
Ready to break How did our parents steer
or even a flower we could cast the
his fat as well as his webbed feet.
His eyes in her direction. Santa shifts
than a presidential election for it
Between the cockling waves? What miracle
“The night life of the hippo could
gift of a lovely thought in the heart
His pacifying tactics, quickly turns
Enabled them to hold the sea in spell?)
is then that Ass't Keeper Sterling
fill a long and interesting chapter.
To present number three, though hts face burn?
of a friend, that would be giving rs
expects to publish his new book
In herds of one cr two dozen, the
Throughout the gathering dark of that short day
Behind the linen mask and in his heart
the angels give."—George Mac
huge creatures hoist thenvelves
"The Coasterman." If it equals the
The parents went up front with bundles gay.
He pours forth curses on the bold upstart
Donald.
from the river’s reeds and lily pads
Self-consciously important paused and spoke
Who wrecked by one uncastigated trick
popularity of "Maine Lighthouses.”
pnd start on a tour of dining out.
In
tones
of
secrecy
as
If
the
yoke
His
chances
to
ba
called
the
best
Saint
Nick
the captain's first book, readers
Thev browse alcng the marshy
Goose Rocks
On Santa s shoulders were too much to bear.
The village could remember. In a rage
have a grand treat in store.
banks, nibbling gra's and other
And they were anxious to assume a share.
He dives among the presents on the stage
Best wishes for a Merry Christ
fresh green shoot' and roots Gar
Under the boughs throughout the afternoon
And brings out offerings of the well-to-do.
mas to all our lighthouse comrades.
dens are their favorite fruit, and
Their toil-worn faces shone as If a moon
Reading them ln such haste that he is through
Petit Manan
suga- cane the preferred dessert
The keeper has just returned from
Too long away from earth had risen once more
With all three families before the rest
for filling their three stomachs each.
“<‘rJ;l-Ch5L‘Lm“..a.nll
I four days' Plough spent with h!s
And shed its glory over sea and shore
Have time to be sufficiently impressed
"Catering to thetr gigantic appe
New Year to the Guardians of the family at Machias. He made the
Three families vied to see which one could make
The sought effect ls further ruined when
tite. which Is exclusively vegetarian,
The gaudiest exhibit. But why take
A pig's tall wrapped with care for Uncle Ben
Coast.
trip in company with Frank Lipis a hippo size job. In captivity, a
Time to tell of these? The fifty others
Rolls laughter through the crowd, and mirks amen
Keeper Lockhart was given a sur ousky. David Wooster and Joel
baby can drink 15 pints of milk and
In Poverty's wide bond were neighbors, brothers.
To one more Christmas Eve. A few look sad
squeal fcr mere. An adult can stow
prise party in honor of his birthday Wooster, who had the luck to get
And brothers of the Master whose command
Their longings bent on things they might have had;
away in his ten feet of stomach a
The lowly were the first to understand;
Dec. 17, by Mrs. Lockhart. The two good sized deer ln the vicinity
But one boy is so happy with new skates
dezen bunches of carrots, a half
They loved the spirit that perpetuated
He tries them on. compares them with his mate's
table was attractively decorated, of Machias.
dozen heads of cabbage, a peck of
This festival through wintry days deep-freighted
New
shiny
pair
concludes
his
own
are
best.
the color scheme being green and
apples. 15 loaves of bread. 150
Assistant Keeper Hill has his new
With frozen sand that checked the glass of time.
And has them on his boots when he is pre- . d
pounds of hay.
pink
He received useful gifts. motor boat in commission, but we
To rise and hurry home.
"Short legs make him stumble so
Should I confess that we were checked with
Those present were: Mrs. William still depend on the outboard to get
eas'ly that low flimsy fences are
rhyme,—
Gut on tlie snow
Lockhart, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Foss. our mail and supplies.
protection against hippo marauding
That "speaking pieces" was a ritual.
The winter moon is pouring a white glow;
Myrtle Sawyer, and Arthur Alley.
visits. When the husky herds grow
To be put on whatever else befell
The stars are brilliant as they were the night
Capt. Judson Ames lost his 30-foot
numerous enough to trample crops
Our Christmas Eve? We marched up on the stage
James Freeman has returned from motor boat in a recent storm.
The Prince ol Peace was born; the fields as bright
along cultivated riversides, they are
(Combating inwardly a secret ragei—
The horses stirring round the chapel door
20-day leave. Mrs. Freeman and
Assistant Keeper Hill is spending
transferred from the protected list
Like
little
puppets
bowed
and
looked
around
Are
anxious
for
the
stable;
small
bells
pour
children came home with him to the Christmas holidays with his
to the black 11't White hunters
Over a sea of faces, blushed and ground
Their tinkle on the frost, and children s voices
spendi the holidays.
track them down, finding them
Our teeth together, gulped a cul de sac
Persuade one that the earth itself rejoices
family in Ellsworth.
about as much sport as a frightened ,
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Foss are on
In our dry throats that would not straighten back
In such a swelling outburst of good will
The brick from the Widow's Island
cow Natives kill them for food,
When we began to speak. We gulped again
As floods this night with heavenly music still.
15-day leave at their home in North hospital are to be used ln the con
feasting on hippo bacon and smoked
To the great amusement of our feilowmen
—From The Yankee.
Sullivan.
tongue, rendering the fat into a
struction of the new Public Library
Our electric lights were turned at North Haven. This will mean
pure oil that doesn’t turn rancid for
years.
on Dec. 13 and we are enjoying company for us while the crew are
"Hippo teeth, harder than ivory,
TREES
them more than words can express. cleaning and moving them.
sight? 111 say mine has. We were
once had a ready market for making
I think that I shall never see
Thomas Flannagan and Thomas
parked
in
front
of
The
Courier-Ga

fa!'? teeth. In captivity, the curved
Water traffic has slowed up by here
A poem lovely as a tree
Woodruff have returned to their as most of the small boats are hauled zette office and "Ming Toyee" kept
teeth, which reached a length of a
home until after the holiday, hav out for the winter.
looking toward the office and bark Against the earth's sweet flowing Wherein We Learn Some ccuple ef feet, have to be filed or
sawed eff to prevent the owner from
■breast:
ing completed the work here
I recently had the pleasure of ing It. was some time before I dis
Interesting Things About chewing up his own face. With a
Mr. Estes spent five days here re meeting Assistant Alley and Addi covered he was barking at that A tree that looks at God all day
bite as big as a bale of hay. the
And lifts her leafy arms to pray
the Hippo
cently. due to the lighting of the tional Keeper Osgood while in Rock wooden black cat in the window.
hippo could choke on a tennis ball
because of the smallness of his;
station. Fred Morong also was a land.
Mrs. John H. Andrews
A tree that may In summer wear
A nest of robins ln her hair;
Birth of a nine-pound baby hip- threat. With a terrific jaw-spread,'
recent caller here.
The Mission boat Sunbeam
| pcootamus at the National Zoologi- he has a roomy maw to match: his
Uoon whose bosom snow has lain;
We wish to thank the Maine passed the station several times late
■ cal Park in Washington, and the stcmachs may hold five bushels!
LONG COVE
Who Intimately lives with rain.
Sea Coast Missionary for remem ly. We are always pleased to hear
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The newly arrived hippo is a pygmy. water and learning to swim before
Wincapaws visit this year, as we
TO CAP'N BILL
A man is known by the company ' and if it reaches maturity will, like walking. Mother hippos swim with
all looked forward to seeing his The lonely Light keepers on the coast COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS he keeps and also by the company he its mother, weigh only about 450 offspring perched on their heads
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, pounds. This contrasts with a like the figurehead of a boat.
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plane circle the island. But we wish Will certainly miss Captain Bill and his
doesn't keep.
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1 weight of 4.800 to 6.090 pounds for
plane;
him the best of luck on his new
Looking for him was lots of fun—
I
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the ordinary adult hippopotamus.
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getting one.
Christmas.
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cheer
African, the hippopotamus, receives
Mrs. Grace Leighton has returned
A Merry Christmas and a Happy New
protection from several governments
to her home in Brooklyn. N Y.,
Year.
of middle and southern Africa."
Mrs. Jennie Robbins
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says a bulletin from the Washing
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Keeper and Mrs. Lockhart.
ton. D. C„ headquarters of the
i National
Geographic
Society,
We wish to extend our sympathy
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
i "Wardens help the hippo escape
to ex-Keeper and Mrs. Vinal Beal
1 the native steak platters. Left to
cf Manset in the death of their son
j himself, the cumbersome creature
Alston.
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' is about as dangerous as a grand
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A Quaint Beast

MONEY-SAVING HINTS
ON HOME HEATING

PAYS A VISIT!

visit, bringing thr gifts with hei and
providing a rar« treat the youngsters

won't soon fnfRel

Bess's sincere in
terest in orphans has developed from
her heart-warming portrayal ol headmatron of Hilltop mythical orphan
age. where she faces dally the prob
lems of rearing a group of small
children and making them happy.
(Mondas through Friday over CBS
at 10 30 A M. EST and I 30 P M.
PST.)

editions similar to fossils found on
Madagascar and Sicily. Naturalists
wonder whether the small size was
a special adaption to island sur
roundings. and why this bantam
model now lives only in Liberia and
zoos , ’

Cfr=SNAPSHOT GIJIL
PICTURES AT CHRISTMAS

Not a call to arm*, but a call for the camera. Every Christmas brings
picture chances such as this—plan your pictures now!

CAMERA hobbyists can give a new

twist to the admonition, “Do
your Christmas shopping early!”
Their watchword should be, "Plan
your Christmas pictures early!”
Of course, you probably won't re
ceive that fine new camera until
Christmas morning. (You're sup
posed to look surprised when you
unwrap it.) But, for Christmas pic
tures before that time, the old cam
era will doubtless give good service.
And what a lot of such pre-Christ
mas pictures there are to take, If
the holiday story is to be fully told!
For example, there ought to be a
good shot of you getting the Christ
mas tree. Maybe you buy the tree
front a vendor. Or, maybe you go out
Into the couniry and cut your own.
Either way, it’s a picture.
Then there's the decorating of the
tree to be pictured. And a shot of
the children admiring it. And pic
tures of gifts being wrapped for
friends. And members of the family
placing packages. And pictures of
the children peering out of the win
dow, ,’ooking for Santa Claus. And,
of course, the youngsters hanging
up their stockings, and reluctantly
up to bed—a good stairway

shot, with the children in their
nighties.
These are pictures that introduce
the Christmas story properly. Placed
in the album in proper sequence,
they have tremendous story value.
They give you much more to re
member—and half the fun of Christ
mas is in getting ready for it
Christmas morning, of course, you
can picture the opening of the gifts;
the children enjoying new toys, and
other members of the family trying
on new gift scarves or jackets-—all
worth while. Then there are pic
tures at Christmas dinner, and in
the afternoon, outdoor shots show
ing the new sled or bicycle on its
first trial run.
Since many shots will he liidoors,
you’ll need high speed film, a couple
of amateur "flood” bulbs, and an
inexpensive set of cardboard "lamp
shade-type” reflectors to use with
them. Better have a few flash bulbs,
too, for the occasional shot that
requires them. And by all means
make a list of ‘‘must” pictures—
snapshots you are just hound to get.
Telling the Christmas story is easier
if you have such an outline to work
from.
John van Guilder

U. S. Lines Names New Flagship “America”

Cats And Dogs

Sav&Tncwy

finest American liners now in opera
tion. The name was chosen from
among the many patriotic and his
toric names suggested fn thousands
of letters, received by the United
States Lines from all parts of the
country, as the one best expressing
the significance of the ship — the
most important and most costly
unit, thus far under way in the coun
try’s merchant marine program
which contemplates the construc

tion of fifty merchant vessels a year
for the next ten years. Every State
in the Union is contributing in raw
materials, equipment or labor to the
building ot the vessel, which will
cost about $16,000,000. The America
will be 723 feet long, 93 feet beam,
and 75 feet deep from promenade
deck. She will accommodate 1,219
passengers and carry a crew of 639.
Her gross registered tonnage is ex
pected to be about 26,000

